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ABSTRACT

MODELING THE SELF-ASSEMBLY OF FUNCTIONALIZED

FULLERENES ON SOLID SURFACES USING MONTE CARLO
SIMULATIONS

by
Gregory J Bubnis

University ofNew Hampshire, December, 2010

Since their discovery 25 years ago, carbon fullerenes have been widely studied for
their unique physicochemical properties and for applications including organic
electronics and photovoltaics. For these applications it is highly desirable for crystalline
fullerene thin films to spontaneously self-assemble on surfaces. Accordingly, many
studies have functionalized fullerenes with the aim of tailoring their intermolecular
interactions and controlling interactions with the solid substrate.

The success of these rational design approaches hinges on the subtle interplay of
intermolecular forces and molecule-substrate interactions. Molecular modeling is well-

suited to studying these interactions by directly simulating self-assembly. In this work,
we consider three different fullerene functionalization approaches and for each approach
we carry out Monte Carlo simulations of the self-assembly process. In all cases, we use a
"coarse-grained" molecular representation that preserves the dominant physical
interactions between molecules and maximizes computational efficiency.

The first approach we consider is the traditional gold-thiolate SAM (selfassembled monolayer) strategy which tethers molecules to a gold substrate via covalent
xi

sulfur-gold bonds. For this we study an asymmetric fullerene thiolate bridged by a phenyl
group. Clusters of 40 molecules are simulated on the Au(1 1 1) substrate at different
temperatures and surface coverage densities. Fullerenes and S atoms are found to
compete for Au(1 11) surface sites, and this competition prevents self-assembly of highly
ordered monolayers.
Next, we investigate self-assembled monolayers formed by fullerenes with
hydrogen-bonding carboxylic acid substituents. We consider five molecules with
different dimensions and symmetries. Monte Carlo cooling simulations are used to find
the most stable solid structures of clusters adsorbed to Au(1 1 1). The results show cases
where fullerene-Au(l 11) attraction, fullerene close-packing, and hydrogen-bonding
interactions can cooperate to guide self-assembly or compete to hinder it.
Finally, we consider three bis-fullerene molecules, each with a different "bridging
group" covalently joining two fullerenes. To effectively study the competing "standingup" and "lying-down" morphologies, we use Monte Carlo simulations in conjunction
with replica exchange and force field biasing methods. For clusters adsorbed to smooth
model surfaces, we determine free energy landscapes and demonstrate their utility for
rationalizing and predicting self-assembly.

XIl

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Background

Thin films of molecules, polymers, or nanoscale objects deposited on solids can

substantially alter the physical properties of the substrate. Adsorbed thin films can also
exhibit novel, non-bulk properties because the surface perturbs the adsorbed species'

physical, electronic, and crystallographic environment. These two principles have
stimulated the continued scientific interest in the design, fabrication, fundamental
properties, and applications of molecular architectures on surfaces.
Several properties of surface adsorbed thin films have been studied recently.
These include wetting [1,2], electrochemical activity [3], charge transport [4,5], and light

harvesting [6]. Potential applications exist in the fields of tribology [7], chemical and
biomolecular sensing [8,9], organic electronics [10], and photovoltaics [H].
Within this broad area, there is continued scientific interest in surface

architectures incorporating carbon fullerenes. Discovered 25 years ago [12], Coo fullerene
is a near-spherical carbon allotrope that is intriguing both for its icosahedral symmetry
and for its unique photochemical and electrical properties [11,13-16]. Fullerenes are of
particular interest for potential applications in molecular electronics [13,14]. Established
1

methods in fullerene synthetic chemistry have also made it possible to study fullerenes
substituted with nearly any organic functional group or supramolecular unit [17-19].

Fullerenes can play multiple roles as components in surface adsorbed thin films.
First, they act as functional components in applications such as photovoltaics [11] and
molecular electronics [13,14]. In addition, fullerenes strongly bind to many substrates

(particularly coinage metals copper, gold and silver) with energies on the order of 20-60
kcal/mol [20-25]. While adsorbed, they can diffuse laterally [26] and can roll across

surfaces [27-29]. This mobility is well suited to reversible self-assembly, whereas
covalently attached molecules cannot reorganize in this manner. Finally, their size, shape
and mutual attraction energy make them a useful construction unit in the design of
ordered surface architectures. This dissertation focuses on the latter two points; however
all three are intertwined to some extent.

One of the most promising applications for fullerenes is as a component in

organic photovoltaics (OPVs). Although various OPVs are scientifically feasible, low
charge mobility and poor morphological control hinder their performance and efficiency.
For a photovoltaic device to function, a photoexcited electron-hole pair needs to
separate quickly (via the anode and cathode, respectively) in order to create electrical
current and avoid recombination. Efficient charge separation requires the surrounding

molecules to be spatially organized so that the charges can swiftly hop from one molecule
to the next. However, charge mobility is hindered by amorphous ordering and by

crystalline defects. Therefore OPV efficiency requires a suitable morphology and a
highly crystalline material. The fullerene derivative PCBM [30] is a commonly used
electron acceptor (anode) in OPVs, and a considerable body of literature is devoted to
2

efforts towards controlling its morphology (in blends with other materials) and
crystallinity [31]. A conductive polymer or oligomer species (typically a polyphenylene
or polythiophene derivative) transports the positive charge "hole" in the opposite
direction [32-35].

Another factor governing OPV efficiency is the effective contact area of the
anode and cathode. When anode and cathode materials interdigitate on a length scale of

10 nm, electron-hole pairs are most likely to separate and produce electrical current
instead of recombining. In practice, phase separation can occur due to fullerene
aggregation, thereby hindering OPV performance. Finding robust methods to create
highly crystalline nanometer scale domains remains an open problem in the field [36,37].
In general, thin film properties depend both on the constituent molecules and on
the spatial organization of these molecules. In light of this, systems in which molecules
assemble spontaneously to form ordered patterns on surfaces are highly desirable. Selfassembled monolayers (SAMs) have been widely studied to advance the basic
understanding of self-assembly phenomena [38-48].
In a recent review of self-assembly on surfaces, Barth [49] made a point to define

self-assembly and to distinguish it from other pattern formation processes. In the author's
classification, self-assembly is a spontaneous process, driven by a free energy gradient,
where functional units assemble into an ordered equilibrated structure. Self-assembly

occurs in closed systems. However, self-organized growth and self-organization occur in
open systems or systems subject to external stimuli. These conditions can foster ordered
or partially ordered arrangements with dynamic or non-equilibrium character.

3

SAMs form spontaneously due to a combination of molecule-surface attraction
(otherwise molecules would remain in solution or in their bulk solid) and intermolecular
attractive forces. Both factors determine a SAM's morphology and crystallinity. The self-

assembly of gold thiolate SAMs, which utilize the covalent bonding between S atoms and
a gold substrate, is well understood. [38-48]. For instance, straight chain alkanethiols
position their S atoms at closely spaced lattice sites and orient their hydrocarbon tails
upwards, approximately normal to the surface. Due to weak van der Waals forces, the
tails tilt uniformly and relax into an ordered crystalline structure [46]. The SAM
morphology and properties can therefore be varied by choosing adsórbate species with
different geometries and functionalities.
SAMs are commonly prepared by ultra high vacuum (UHV) deposition or by

deposition from solution. Solution based methods are fairly straightforward and are
amenable to established manufacturing processes [50]. Additionally, since the choice of
solvent influences the assembly process and structural stability, [38,51] this choice can be

exploited to generate different structures. However, from a fundamental perspective the
presence of solvent-substrate and solvent-adsorbate interactions adds to the complexity of
the underlying assembly phenomena. UHV deposition is comparatively resource
intensive, but it permits self-assembly to proceed free from atmospheric and solvent
effects.

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is one of the most useful tools for probing
SAM structures. Provided that the substrate is conductive, STM works both at liquidsolid interfaces and in UHV at the vacuum-solid interface, and this allows real time

observation of assembly in both environments (solution or UHV). Owing to its
4

availability and versatility, STM has provided detailed structural (and electronic)
information on many self-assembling systems and it has advanced the fundamental
understanding of self-assembly [52-58].
From these insights, strategies for tailoring SAM morphology have also matured
[59]. Some established strategies aim to harness specific interactions between molecules
to drive pattern formation. For example, hydrogen bonding interactions can direct

patterning due to their strength and specificity [49,52,58,60-67]. Another approach is to
exploit hydrocarbon chain interdigitation [54,53,68-71]. When adsorbed on surfaces,
fullerenes tend to pack hexagonally [21,22,25,72,73] due to their considerable interaction

strength (6.4 kcal/mol in the gas phase) and their intrinsic symmetry. Therefore it remains
a challenge to design fullerene SAMs that overcome close-packing tendencies and yield
ordered, low density structures.
In addition to molecule-molecule interactions, molecule-substrate interactions can

promote or hinder assembly. In many of the previously cited cases, lateral assembly
occurs freely because the molecules are rigid, planar species that lie flat on the substrate.
However for non-planar species, including most fullerene thiolate SAMs, strong
adsorbate-substrate attraction can restrict molecules to non-preferred orientations which
may hinder self-assembly of the intended structures [74]. This is an important
consideration for fullerene SAMs because fullerenes bind strongly to metal surfaces (with
binding energies on the order of 20-60 kcal/mol) [20,21,24,25,74,75].
Robust fullerene SAMs have been produced by modifying fullerenes with

appropriate functional groups and choosing a favorable substrate. Many of these results

5

have been described in recent reviews [76-78]. A few notable examples are described
here.

One approach to creating ordered, non-hexagonal fullerene motifs is to use bulky
substituent groups which also adsorb to the surface. For example, Diaconescu and
coworkers [54] studied a fullerene derivative bearing two long alkoxy chains adsorbed on
Ag(1 1 1) in UHV conditions. They observed an ordered 2D lattice with fullerenes
forming isolated dimer pairs. The authors infer that the chains adsorb parallel to the metal
surface and splay to allow interdigitation. Nakanishi et al. [79] studied similar fullerenes
having three long aliphatic chains instead of two. On the HOPG (highly ordered pyrolytic
graphite) substrate, the molecules laid flat and formed ID fullerene wires separated by
the molecules' aliphatic chains.
Another method for controlling fullerene packing is to first assemble an ordered
molecular scaffolding so that deposited fullerenes are attracted to specific sites.
Scaffolding examples include porphyrins [80] and hydrogen bonded networks [60,81].
These multistep deposition approaches are promising for creating intricate architectures,
but are not considered further here.

While experimental methods such as STM and Atomic Force Microscopy can
characterize and image SAMs, they only offer partial insight into the physical phenomena
driving the assembly process. Model calculations are ideally suited to complement
experimental studies. Because modeling studies are effort-intensive, decisions need to be
made about what variables to focus on.

When adlayer geometries are experimentally identified or when structures are
predicted by chemical intuition, electronic structure calculations (typically density

6

functional theory (DFT)) can determine single point energies, frontier orbitals, and
molecule-surface bonding characteristics. For instance Wang and Cheng [20] used DFT
methods to determine the energy of an individual fullerene on the Au(1 11) and Ag(1 11)
surfaces. Computational expense generally limits these calculations to selected
geometries of one or a few adsórbate molecules. Systematic variations of molecular
geometries and calculations for larger clusters of adsórbate molecules are not feasible
with this approach.
To better understand self-assembly, we need both a kinetic and thermodynamic
point of view. From disordered starting conditions, self-assembly is a dynamic process
that can explore a long succession of structures, sometimes including metastable or
kinetic traps, en route to equilibrium. The balance between thermal energy fluctuations
and attractive forces guides these structural variations. Rigorous models of self-assembly
should therefore start from randomized disordered configurations, just as real molecules
do, and undergo the equivalent structural fluctuations as equilibrium is established. If
such a simulation approach is sufficiently accurate and thorough, then it can predict the
self-assembled thermodynamic ground state.
Clearly, this calls for models that can explore many molecular configurations at a
reasonable computational cost. Inherently, these modeling approaches use the most
computing time calculating the system's potential energy (internal energy) [82]. With this
in mind, there are two crucial requirements for such models. First, the cost of calculating
the potential energy for each configuration needs to be orders of magnitude cheaper than
ab initio methods. Second, an efficient strategy is needed to sample molecular
configurations starting from disordered initial conditions and leading to the self-

7

assembled thermodynamic ground state. These two requirements are discussed in some
detail here.

Empirical force fields are the best choice for efficient energy calculations. Their
validity rests on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which (paraphrased for these

purposes) posits that a molecule's energy is unique for a given set of nuclear coordinates
[83]. As a result of only considering atomic coordinates, energy calculations are much

simpler and faster. However, to ensure their accuracy, empirical force fields must be
parameterized using energies and geometries from accurate ab initio calculations.
Alternatively, they may be adjusted to reproduce reference structures or known physical
properties. Widely available molecular mechanics force fields (Amber, CHARMM,
OPLS, etc.) are well-suited for studies of molecules in the gas or solution phases, but are

not equipped to accurately describe molecule-substrate interactions. To maximize
efficiency, these force fields describe atom-atom bonding and non-bonding interactions
with simple functions: Chemical bonds are approximated with stretching, bending and
dihedral "springs," while non-bonding electrostatic and dispersion interactions are
calculated using Coulombic and Lennard-Jones potentials, respectively.
Modeling simulations that treat all atomic degrees of freedom, though less costly
than ab inito methods, can still be computationally demanding. Therefore all-atom
simulations of self-assembly starting from randomized configurations are not common.
Instead, simulations of SAMs containing many molecules are often seeded with
experimentally determined adlayer structures [84,85].
Lower resolution "coarse grained" force fields aim to further reduce computing
cost by using fewer degrees of freedom (coordinates) to describe the system geometry.

8

Generally, coarse graining maps a molecule's atomic coordinates to a smaller set of
interaction sites (also called pseudoatoms or united atoms) which are then used to

compute the system energy [86,87]. The gain in computing speed depends on how many
atoms are assigned to each interaction site.
An example relevant to the present study is Girifalco' s C6O-CoO potential [88],
which assigns the 60 atoms of each fullerene to one interaction site, placed at its center of
mass. The Coo-Coo dispersion interaction is then computed using only the distance
between the interaction sites. (The complete functional form is given in the Appendix

(page 127)) An all-atom approach would require 360 Cartesian coordinates for the 120

carbon atoms involved, and the energy would be computed as a sum of 602 evaluations of
the Lennard-Jones potential. The Girifalco approach constrains the fullerenes to be

spherical, but it greatly reduces computational costs. For most purposes, the gain in
efficiency greatly outweighs the loss of atomistic detail. Accordingly, this approach is
used throughout this study.
In modeling studies of surface adsorbed molecules, all atom treatments of the
substrate can be costly, especially when multiple layers are considered. One common

remedy is to assume that the surface atomic lattice is rigid [89], thereby avoiding the
repeated calculations of substrate atom-atom energies. This rigidity effectively averages
over the surface vibrations which are fast compared to the phenomena of interest
(molecular diffusion, adsórbate self-assembly, etc). A more simplified approach - similar

in spirit to the implicit solvent models used in simulations of biomolecules [90] - is to
use an effective potential for adsorbates that accounts for the presence of the surface
[27,91-93]. Instead of computing energies between an adsórbate molecule and every
9

nearby atom of the substrate, the interaction is determined using the distance between the
adsorbed atom (or interaction site) and the substrate plane. With this approach it is also
possible to include corrugation terms that would better reproduce substrate atoms and

their periodicity. In this study we elect to represent the Au(1 1 1) surface using an effective
potential including corrugation terms [94].
Even with the efficiency gains afforded by a coarse grained force field, a

systematic survey of molecular configurations would be an impractical way to simulate
self-assembly. Therefore an efficient sampling strategy is the second important
requirement for exploring configuration space and simulating self-assembly.
Beginning from a random, non-equilibrium configuration, the sampling method
should tend towards equilibrium and it should locate the thermodynamic ground state. In
addition, it should occupy metastable states with a probability given by relative free
energies. That is, in the limit of a very long simulation different states should be sampled
with a frequency proportional to their thermodynamic stability.
The two most established sampling methods for atomistic/coarse grained systems
are the Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) approach and molecular dynamics (MD) [82,83].
MD uses the gradient of the system's potential energy to guide the natural dynamics of
the system with Newton's equations of motion. In the absence of external forces,
Newton's Second Law gives

dt2

OR

V '

where U(R) is the system's potential energy, / is time, vector R contains Cartesian
coordinates defining the system, and m is a diagonal matrix of the particles' masses.
10

SR

Noting that momentum p, equals m —
, the expression (1.1) can be recast as a pair of
dt
coupled first order differential equations:
SR

_,

—=m ?

F_ afr(R))
dt

(L2)

BR

These equations can then be integrated numerically to advance a trajectory through
configuration space.

The MC approach samples configuration space by proposing random molecular
displacements that are subject to a Boltzmann acceptance criterion. This Boltzmann
criterion compares a proposed move's energetic cost with the thermal energy, kBT at a
chosen temperature T (kB is the Boltzmann constant). Energy is not conserved, so the
system can explore configurations that would be allowed by thermal fluctuations at the
assigned temperature T. Both approaches can accumulate averages and statistical
distributions of energetics and structure parameters. More importantly, both methods can
efficiently sample the regions of configuration space relevant in self-assembly: namely
the thermodynamic ground state, metastable states, and the barriers separating them.
B. The Present Work

The following chapters present three self-contained studies of functionalized
fullerene self-assembly on surfaces. Additional introductory context is provided in the
chapter introductions. Brief descriptions are given here.
Chapter II describes MC simulations of the self-assembly of rigid fullerene
thiolate molecules on the Au(1 1 1) substrate. This modeling reflects the established gold11

thiolate SAM strategy described earlier in the sense that the adsorbate-substrate linkage is
intended to form through sulfur-gold bonding and the subsequent patterning should be
dominated by intermolecular forces. The simulations complement the Tour group's
experimental studies of fullerene thiolates on gold [74] which highlight the limitations of
the gold-thiolate SAM strategy for fullerene bearing molecules. In our approach, each
molecule is treated as three pseudoatoms: a C6O moiety, a phenyl spacer, and the thiol
group. Multiple simulations are carried out to explore how different temperatures and
different surface coverage densities influence pattern formation and self-assembly.

Chapter III describes MC simulations of a family of fullerenes with linear
polyphenylene substituents and carboxylic acid groups. Their self-assembly is
investigated on the Au(1 1 1) substrate. From the results of Chapter II, it was evident that
fullerenes competed with S atoms for surface adsorption sites to the point that patterning
was hindered. Accordingly, the molecules in this chapter do not contain thiol moieties
and bind to the surface primarily through the strong C6O-Au(1 1 1) attraction. The different
substituent groups are chosen to explore how simple changes in a molecule's shape and
the location of hydrogen bonding functionality (the carboxyl groups) yield different selfassembled structures. These simulations are initialized randomly at high temperature and

are then slowly cooled in 50K steps. Thermal averages of energetic and structural
parameters are collected to elucidate temperature dependent phase behavior. The slow
cooling aims to ensure equilibration so that the low temperature structures are the true
thermodynamic ground states.

Chapter IV describes simulations of a family ofbis-fullerene molecules with
different bridging groups. Due to poor sampling of structurally distinct low energy states,
12

the MC simulation protocols were modified with a replica exchange algorithm to improve

low temperature sampling. To address the experimental uncertainties in the fullerenegold interaction strength, we carried out simulations with different binding energies. We
perform extensive simulations and collect statistics for the energetics and structural
characteristics of these clusters. Lastly, we employ histogram reweighting methods to
construct free energy landscapes and interpret their features in the context of spontaneous
self-assembly.

13

CHAPTERII

SELF-ASSEMBLYAND structural BEHAVIOR OFA

MODEL RIGID C60-TERMINATED THIOLATE ON Au(IIl)

A. Introduction

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) have been the subject of considerable recent
research activity. [38-48] (For reviews, see references [38-40].) SAMs are ordered
molecular assemblies formed spontaneously by certain adsórbate molecules on a solid
substrate. In particular, thiolate SAMs, which utilize the covalent bonding between S
atoms and a gold substrate have been extensively investigated in recent years. One

striking feature of SAMs is the sensitivity of their structure to details of intermolecular
interactions between the adsórbate molecules [38-40,42,43]. This suggests that surface

patterning can be tailored by the judicious choice of adsórbate properties.
Since their discovery in 1985, fullerenes [12] have been recognized as a rich

potential area for research. Thin films of fullerene derivatives have a wide range of
photochemical and electrical properties [11,13-16]. Among many other technological
possibilities, they have considerable potential applications in molecular electronics
[13,14].
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Therefore, the construction of SAMs with molecules containing Coo moieties has
been atopic of some interest [11,13-16,47,48,74]. The experimental strategies for
producing such fullerene containing-SAMs (or FSAMs) have been reviewed [74].
Several groups have had success in first patterning the surface using a traditional SAM,
then subsequently performing additional chemistry to attach the fullerenes [11,16].
However, it would be particularly useful to have a technique in which the molecule
containing both the fullerene and S-containing moieties could self assemble in a single
step. This is sometimes referred to [74] as the "direct" strategy for producing FSAMs.
There have been several successful attempts to do this. (For comprehensive
reviews, see references [15] and [74]). To the best of our knowledge, the first was by the
Mirkin group in 1994 [48]. One report of "relatively robust" formation of Coo-terminated
SAMs from solution has been given by Shon et al., using an unsymmetrical disulfide
molecule to tether to the substrate [47]. They obtained close to monolayer coverage on
the surface, but saw little evidence of ordering in the adlayer. The field is clearly less well
developed than is that for traditional SAMS, and predictive models are essentially nonexistent. In fact, several promising-looking candidate species have not proven successful
in forming FSAMs. Shirai et al. [74] have reviewed the literature, and point out some of
the difficulties. The most striking is the fact that Coo interacts strongly with the Au(1 11)
surface. In fact, the Cöo-Au bond strength has been reported as being in the range 25-60
kcal/mol. This clearly is comparable with the strength of the S-Au bond, (which is known
to be about 40 kcal/mol) Therefore, under many conditions, the Coo and the S may
compete for chemisorption sites on the gold surface. Shirai et al. [74] point out several
"anomalous" results from their own work, and propose that structures of FSAM may be
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encountered other than those with solely the S headgroup chemisorbed to the gold

substrate. In particular, they show some evidence that multilayer formation is a
possibility.

To our knowledge, there have been no computational studies carried out on
FSAMs. Since the area is rich in potential applications, it seems worthwhile to carry out

preliminary modeling studies. Since there are several competing interactions, the
structures of FSAMs may not be easily predicted by chemical intuition alone. This further
justifies the global exploration of the energy landscape.
Many traditional SAMS described in the literature have a relatively flexible
"backbone" or "spacer" between the thiolate headgroup and the endgroup - typically
alkane chains. In FSAMs with flexible spacers, both the S atom and the terminal group
can both be accommodated at chemisorption sites with little internal strain. Shirai et al.
[74] have proposed using more rigid spacer groups for avoiding this in designing FSAMs.

The spacer groups proposed in their work (which they refer to as "alligator clips") utilize
phenylene ethynylene. In this study, we model the behavior of a molecule with a
somewhat simpler phenyl spacer. Synthetic pathways to forming such fullerene
derivatives have been reviewed by Miller and coworkers [17].

In order to model the self assembly of molecules on a substrate, a potential energy
function must be constructed. A fully atomistic treatment would be prohibitively resource
intensive. We have therefore treated certain sites on each molecule as united-atom groups

or "pseudoatoms" [42,43] (as is frequently done in simulations of liquid crystals [95])
and used a pseudoatom-pseudoatom potential energy function. Monte Carlo calculations
by Grunze and coworkers [42,43] have shown that coarse grained modeling of the
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potential energy can produce realistic results for SAMs, and can certainly reproduce
qualitative trends. Fully treating internal degrees of freedom of the molecule would
require considerable additional computer resources, with little guarantee of further
insight. Accordingly the thiolates are treated as rigid species. We feel our choice of a
rigid spacer group justifies this approximation. The calculation is further simplified by
assuming the gold substrate is rigid.
By eliminating internal degrees of freedom, we can focus on the role played by
the intermolecular potential in the system's behavior. Our intention is to look at the role
of the intermolecular forces in governing the system, and to investigate the influence of
the interactions on the possibility of FSAM formation. Considerable insight into the role
played by the intermolecular forces in self-assembly can be obtained by investigating the
phase behavior of the adsórbate in the temperature-surface coverage space [40,61].
Typically, [40] SAMs (such as decanethiol) are found in the "lying down" phase at low
coverage where molecule-surface interactions dominate, but prefer the "standing up"
phase at higher coverage, when the forces between the molecules become competitive
with the molecule—surface interaction. Rigid SAMs have been shown to form patterned
layers, particularly when the intermolecular interaction is strong [96,97]. Varying the
temperature of the adsorbed layer allows the system to access different regions of the
potential energy surface [89]. Qualitative changes in order parameters are used signal the
existence of phase boundaries.
To investigate the behavior of the system, we use canonical (fixed temperature)
Monte Carlo calculations at a variety of different temperatures and at varying adsórbate
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surface coverage. To make the calculations tractable, we use periodic boundary
conditions in the plane of the gold surface.
Our model potentials are discussed in Section C, along with other details of the
calculation. Results and Discussion are in Section D. Conclusions are in Section E.

B. Calculations
1. Model Rigid C60-terminated Thiolate

As discussed in the Introduction, we have made several simplifying assumptions
to render the modeling computationally feasible. The molecule has a thiolate headgroup
(S), with a phenyl (Ph) tether, and a Coo endgroup. We reduce this to three pseudoatoms,

in a Coov geometry. The separations are 6.75 Â between the Coo and the Ph; 5.25 Â
between the Ph and the S. The molecule is assumed to remain rigid. A cartoon of the
molecule used in the modeling study is shown in Figure II- 1(b).
2. Potential Energy Function

The potential energy function is described in detail in the Appendix (page 127).
The molecule-molecule interaction is a pairwise sum over all pseudoatom-pseudoatom
sites. Each pseudoatom also interacts with the (assumed rigid) gold surface through a zdependent potential modulated by a periodic (x,y) term. The z-dependent part of the
potential for the Coo-Au and S-Au interaction is shown in Figure II- 1(a). Details of each
part of the potential are described in more detail below.
(a) Sulfur-Gold

The S-Au interaction is a fit to the S-Au atom-atom potential of Mahaffy et al.
[98]. Their S-Au atom potentials have been recast in a form U(z) (where we have used a
Morse function for U(z)) multiplied by a Fourier term which includes surface periodicity
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in the surface (x,y) plane [94]. The advantage of this form is that it allows us to vary the ?
dependence of the interaction in a flexible manner (although that is not done here,
variations are central focus of Chapter IV.)· The S atom prefers to sit at the threefold
hollow site of the Au(1 1 1) surface with a binding energy of 45 kcal/mol. The barrier to
migration is about 3 kcal/mol. The potential used here is similar to one used in a recent
MD study [46]. Recent DFT calculations have been carried out for alkanethiolates [99]
and benzene dithiolate on gold [100]. The DFT calculations give slightly shallower well
depths than the value we used, ranging from 38 to 33 kcal/mol depending on the
molecule and the surface site.

(b) Fullerene-Gold
There are several experimental [21-23,26,101,102] and theoretical [20,103]
results available for fullerene molecules and fullerene films on Au(1 11). Experimentally,
there seems to be a slight preference for the fullerenes to occupy two-fold bridge sites
rather than three-fold sites (although the interpretation of the experimental evidence does
not point unambiguously to this conclusion). DFT calculations show a preference for an
isolated Ceo molecule to occupy three-fold surface sites.
Experimental estimates for the binding energy of Coo on Au(1 1 1) lie in the range
of 25-60 kcal/mol [21-23]. DFT calculations of C6o on Au(1 1 1) give a binding energy of
30 kcal/mol [20]. The computational value is on the low end of the experimental

estimates for this quantity. There is also limited information on the frequency of vibration
of a fullerene on a gold surface [101]. This information was used to give a potential with
the same functional form as the S—Au potential.
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Using our model potential, the barrier for site-to-site diffusion on the surface for
an isolated Coo is about 3 kcal/mol. The Coo is preferentially attracted to the three-fold
sites.

(c) Fullerene-Fullerene Potential
The fuUerene-fullerene potential is given by the Girifalco potential [88]. This
assumes the molecule is spherical and isotropic. The fullerene-fullerene dimer energy in
this model is 6.4 kcal/mol. This potential has been shown to give realistic behavior for
fullerenes in gas phase clusters and in condensed phases.
(d) Other Interactions
The Ph-Ph interaction is given by a united-atom Lennard-Jones (LJ) (12,6)
potential used previously in liquid crystal simulations [95]. The S—S potential allows
only for dispersion interactions; no S—S bond formation is considered. The energy is the
same as that of Klein and coworkers [44] .

The "mixed" site-site interactions are obtained using the Lorentz-Bertholet
mixing rules [104] for parameters (the well depth for the mixed interaction is the
arithmetic mean of the well depths for the individual components; the mixed vdW radius
is given by geometric mean of the radii of the individual components). The parameters
for the anisotropic z-dependent Ph—Au interaction were chosen to reproduce a
reasonable orientation-averaged van der Waals radius.
3. Monte Carlo Calculations

The temperature is maintained by using the Metropolis Monte Carlo approach
[82,104,105], in which random updates in the configuration space are accepted or
rejected using a Boltzmann-like weighting. Specifically, the probability of accepting an
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update from configuration / to /' is given by a ratio of their individual probabilities in
the canonical ensemble,

" Pi}')
p(i —» /') = min 1,
P(O

= min

1 exp[-Uf/kJ]/Z(T)

(II. 1)

'^[-U1IkJ]IZ(T)

where U1 and U1, are the associated potential energies, kß is the Boltzmann constant and
Z(T) is the partition function. Cancelling terms, (II. 1) simplifies to
p(i -> /') = min[l,exp[-(t/, -U1)ZkJ]] .

(11.2)

The probability (II.2) is unity for downhill moves (where the system energy decreases).
However, uphill move probabilities are determined by comparing the energy change,

(?. -U1), to the typical thermal fluctuations, kßT.
Translational and rotational trial moves of a single molecule are equally probable.
The three Cartesian components of a translational shift and the angle of a rotation about a
random axis are chosen from flat distributions. Molecules are initially assigned random
positions and orientations within the simulation region. The maximum trial shift and
rotation magnitude are adjusted to give an approximately 50% acceptance ratio during an

initial equilibration period of 105 cycles but then remain fixed during the 106 data
acquisition cycles. Each cycle consists of N trial moves, where N is the number of
molecules.

We have carried out the calculations using periodic boundary conditions. The

primary region is a rectangle with side lengths set to be as close as possible while still
matching the substrate periodicity. For all simulations, the number of molecules, N = 40,
is fixed. Therefore to set the desired surface coverage T, the area of the primary region is
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adjusted. Additionally, at a height of 50Â above the surface a harmonic repulsion is
employed to ensure that molecules do not "evaporate".
The phase behavior of the adlayer is monitored by recording the ensemble
average of the tilt angle (see Figure II- 1) as a function of surface coverage, T, for
temperatures between 500 and 1500 K. The potential energy landscape is sufficiently
rugged that for temperatures significantly less than 500 K, the adsorbed layers are
essentially frozen. In addition, at each coverage an attempt was made to find feasible
candidates for the global energy minimum structure using simulated annealing [106].
C. Results and Discussion

The geometry for a single rigid Coo-terminated thiolate molecule chemisorbed on
Au(1 1 1) is sketched in Figure II-l(b). As can be seen, both the S atom and the Coo moiety
are bonded to the surface in a "lying down" configuration. To quantify this orientation,
the tilt angle, (9, is defined between the substrate normal and the molecule's symmetry
axis. For the potential used here, the equilibrium value of this angle is about 72 degrees.
The S atom preferentially sits over a three-fold hollow site, as does the CooTest calculations (described in Chapter III) using the potential proposed here [94]

reproduce the (2y3x2^3)R30° adlayer predominantly observed for "neat" fullerenes on
Au(1 11) under most experimental conditions [21,22]. The calculations also reproduce the

experimental values for the mean fullerene-fullerene distance on gold, which is 9.98 Â

(this corresponds to a surface coverage of T= 1 1.59 molecules/103A2). This length is
somewhat compressed from the 10.06 Â separation which the Girifalco potential gives as
the dimer separation in the gas phase. The number of Coo nearest-neighbor (NN) contacts
per molecule in this geometry is NN=6.
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Z[A]
Figure II-l . (a) The interaction potential of the S atom and the Côo
terminal group with the Au(1 11) substrate, (b) A cartoon of the model
rigid Côo-terminated thiolate molecule used in this study. The tilt angle
0is shown defined relative to the surface normal, (c) A cartoon of the

molecule forming a 'normal,' upright SAM creating a close-packed
fullerene layer. The Au substrate atoms are also shown.
Shown in Figure II-l(c) is a schematic of the "normal" SAM geometry that would
be expected if the fullerene thiolate were able to utilize optimal packing of the Coo moiety
in the close-packed single fullerene adlayer. The tilt angle for such a geometry would be
zero. Note that this spacing would allow the S atoms to chemisorb at the favored
threefold sites.

In Figure II-2, we plot the ensemble average of several of the system variables as
a function of surface coverage for two different temperatures. We find that surface
density controls the structure of the adlayers much more strongly than does temperature.
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Figure II-2. Ensemble averages as a function of surface coverage for T
= 500 and 1500K. Lower panel, tilt angle; middle panel, Coo-Coo

nearest-neighbor (NN) contacts (defined as contacts closer than 12Â);
upper panel, total potential energy (kcal/mol) per adsórbate molecule.

Error bars are one standard deviation. We note that T distributions are

bimodal due to lying-down (6*~70°) and standing-up (6M)°) molecules.
The average tilt angle, <T> accounts for the relative proportions of the
two orientations and its distribution is unimodal. Thus, the standard

deviation of <T> is reported instead of the standard deviation of T.
In the bottom panel we show the average tilt angle <(9>; in the middle, the mean
value of NN contacts per molecule; in the upper panel, the mean potential energy per
molecule. (Note that all energies will be given in unites of kcal/mol per adsórbate
molecule hereafter.) From a qualitative examination of these plots, we distinguish three
different regions of behavior with ?, which we label I (1<6^8), II (8<6Ë16), and III
(#>16). The boundaries between the regions are most clearly distinguishable at the lower
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temperature, 50OK. We note that there is no sign of a qualitative change in behavior at the

6> value ((9=11-12 molecules/103A2) that would correspond to the close-packed single
adlayer shown in Figure II- 1(c).

Region I has the following characteristics. The mean tilt angle <&> is constant at
72 degrees. The mean potential energy is relatively flat with a value of about -80
kcal/mol. The number of intermolecular Cóo NN interactions is low (and at 500K is
essentially constant at a value of about 3.)

Region II is characterized by a steady decrease in the mean tilt angle with &, an
increase in the number of Coo interactions, and a positive slope of d<U>/d0.

Region III shows a reversal in the trend of the tilt angle, which now increases with
T. The number of C6o interactions is constant, and the potential energy per molecule
increases somewhat more steeply than in region II.
In order to determine the adsórbate structure in each of these regions, we have
carried out a series of simulated annealing runs at each surface coverage to search for

low-energy minima [106]. The potential energy landscape is extremely rugged with a
large number of competing minima. Accordingly, we make no claim that the structures
found are the global minimum energy geometries. Figure II-3, Figure II-4, and Figure
II-5 show representative low potential energy structures from regions I, II, and III
respectively.
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Figure II-3. Typical annealed geometry of the adlayer for low coverage

(region I). Here T= 4.09 molecules/103Â2. The solid lines here show
local close-packed ordering in the fullerene moieties. For clarity, the
Au(1 11) substrate is not shown.

In the region I structure shown in Figure II-3, the molecules are clearly lying flat
on the surface, chemisorbed at both the S and the Coo molecular site. The total energy due
to chemisorption at both S and Coo is -65 kcal/mol. The remaining energy (about -15
kcal/mol in region I) is derived from the fullerene-fullerene attraction. The mean number
of Coo NN interactions in region I is lower than the NN=6 of a close-packed neat
fullerene layer. This is due to steric frustration of adlayer close packing caused by the PhS part of the molecule.
We turn our attention next to the intermediate region II. In this region, <<9>
decreases from the "lying flat" value of 72 degrees. In Figure II-4, we show a typical
annealed structure. From visual examination, we note there are now two distinct values of

the tilt angle; those with 0= 72 degrees; and those upright molecules with a lower value
(about 30 degrees). Those with a lower value of ©are chemically bonded to the surface
solely at the S atom.
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Figure II-4. Typical annealed geometry of the adlayer for intermediate

coverage (region II). Here 9= 15.46 molecules/103A2. Four adjacent
primary cells are shown. Lying-down molecules are dark blue;
standing-up molecules are white. For clarity, the Au(1 1 1) substrate is
not shown.

A study by Paci et al. [89] considered the interplay between atom-surface
interactions and atom-atom interactions. They note that single adlayers will dominate in
the limit that atom-surface attraction is much stronger that atom-atom attraction. Our
system is more complicated, in that both chemical and physical interactions, as well as
molecular anisotropy, play a role. At low coverage (region I), we find the moleculesurface interactions can be fully satisfied. The lying-down molecules gain 65 kcal/mol
from binding to the surface. However, they have relatively poor intermolecular attraction.
The S-only chemisorbed molecules (observed in regions II and III) get -40 kcal/mol from
molecule-substrate attraction; in addition, they can gain stability from intermolecular
attractions. This is evidenced by the increase in NN interactions in region II. However, as
we have noted before, with the combination of potential parameters used here, we do not
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obtain a complete conversion to an S-only type of surface bonding (as would be required
for a "normal" FSAM). The maximum coverage possible for chemisorbed species is

about 9= 16 molecules/10 Â2. At this coverage, all the chemisorption sites are occupied.
Region III shows that at greater coverage than this, additional thiolate molecules
can no longer chemisorb to the Au, and are physisorbed on the chemisorbed layer, with
the incremental potential energy coming chiefly from the Coo NN attractions. The tilt
angle for the physisorbed species is no longer the appropriate term; the angles between
the molecular axis and the surface normal are typical greater than 90 degrees for the
physisorbed species. The ensemble average of these angles thus increases again in region
III.
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Figure II-5. Typical annealed geometry of the adlayer for high coverage

(region III). Here T= 17.39 molecules/103A2. Four adjacent primary
cells are shown. Lying-down molecules are dark blue; standing-up
molecules are white; physisorbed molecules are green. For clarity, the
Au(1 11) substrate is not shown.
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As discussed by Shirai et al. [74], the interaction of the Coo with the substrate is
critical in determining the geometry of the self-assembled layers. The nature of the CôoAu bonding is still not well understood, and further calculations are probably in order.
With the parameters adopted here, it appears unlikely that an ordered monolayer will be
easily formed using a simple thiolate headgroup. Other ways of tethering the fullerenes to
the substrate have been proposed [74], and we are investigating some of these
possibilities.
D. Conclusions

We have carried out a simulation of an ensemble of model rigid fullerenecontaining thiolate molecules on Au(1 11). Both the Coo and the S are capable of bonding
to the substrate, and the fullerene-fullerene van der Waals interaction is explicitly
included. At low surface coverage, the molecules form a lying-down adlayer with all the
chemisorption bonds being used; that is both the S and Coo are strongly bonded. At higher
coverage, there is competition for the substrate chemisorption sites. The molecules
appear in both a lying-down form and a standing-up form (which is chemisorbed solely
by the thiolate bond.) Molecules pack to optimize local Coo-Coo interactions. However,
for the parameters used here, there is no sign of the layer forming a "normal" FSAM
monolayer with all molecules standing up. At both low and high coverage, there is little
evidence of ordered pattern formation, although structural trends are detected. It is
expected that the structure of the adsórbate layers will depend quite sensitively on the
details of the potential energy.
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CHAPTER III

SELF-ASSEMBLY OF VARIOUS HYDROGEN-

BONDING FULLERENE DERIVATIVES ON Au(IIl)
A. Introduction

Fullerenes have been widely investigated since their discovery in 1985 [12]. Their
unusual properties give them great potential for use in electronic devices. In light of this,
there has been considerable interest in investigating the possibility of patterning thin
films of fullerenes or fullerene derivatives on various substrates [1 1,74]. Most work in

this area [48] has used the traditional self-assembled monolayer (SAM) strategy [39] for
chemisorption using thiolate linkages. However, this approach has not been particularly
fruitful for fullerenes. The reason for this is that fullerenes can bind strongly to metal

surfaces, and compete with the S functionality for reactive sites [74,107].
With the availability of STM as a surface probe, a growing body of information
on thin films exists. There is considerable experimental [21-23,102,26,108,56,109,110]
and theoretical [103,1 1 1,1 12] evidence showing neat fullerenes adsorb strongly on
metals, forming close-packed monolayers. An alternative approach to the production of
patterned fullerene thin films then, is to utilize this ability of fullerenes to adsorb directly
onto metal substrates.

This approach has been used by several groups recently, who have investigated
the behavior - in particular the possibility of spontaneous pattern formation - of various
fullerene derivatives on a variety of (mostly metal) substrates. Fullerenes are particularly
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good species for investigation by STM, which was used in all the studies discussed here.
[54,62,72,79,1 1 1,1 13,1 14] The field has been relatively recently reviewed. [76] We
briefly summarize the most relevant findings here.
Matsumoto et al. [72] investigated Cöo malonic acid on Au(1 11). They observed a
close-packed fullerene monolayer. However, the close-packed fullerene adlayer
geometry has a structure significantly different than that of the bare fullerene. They
ascribe this to the hydrogen bonding. Further, they note additional orientational ordering

imposed by the two hydrogen-bonding carboxylic acid groups which are bonded to an sp3
carbon, and are therefore tetrahedrally disposed.
Ecija et al. [113] looked at monolayers of phenyl-Côi -butyric acid methyl ester
(PCBM) on Au(1 11). This molecule has an ester-terminated side chain attached to the

fullerene. The authors found two competing morphologies. At low coverage, the
fullerenes were present predominantly as monomers, and their pattern was templated by
the underlying metal surface reconstruction. At higher coverages, they observed rows of
hydrogen-bonded PCBM dimers and tetramers.

Diaconescu et al. [54] looked at a fullerene derivative with two long aliphatic
chains adsorbed on Ag(1 11). They found the molecules to self-assemble into rows of
dimers. The authors infer that the chains adsorb parallel to the metal surface, and are
interdigitated.
Nakanishi et al. [79] studied fullerenes similar to those of Diaconescu et al. but

having three long aliphatic chains instead of two. On the HOPG substrate, the molecules
laid flat and formed ID fullerene wires separated by the molecules' aliphatic chains.
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Chen et al. [114] examined four metallofullerenes with functional groups of
varying size and different intermolecular interaction types on Au(1 1 1). They found that

the smaller functional groups caused the molecules to form only the (2V3 ? 2^3)R30°
adlayer structure and not the (38x38) structure also reported for bare fullerenes on the
same substrate [21]. However, the close-packed adlayer structure they observed also
differed from that seen for hydrogen bonded C6o malonic acid [72]. Chen et al. also found
that bulkier functional groups inhibited close-packing. Thus, although substituents are

generally difficult to image using STM (as compared to fullerenes), it seems clear that the
substituents' influence on adlayer patterning can be inferred from observation of the C6o
close-packing and the type of fullerene-surface registry.
One particularly successful approach to the self-assembly of non-fullerene

organic molecules on metal substrates has been to use strong intermolecular interactions
(such as hydrogen bonding) to drive the formation of patterned physisorbed adlayers.
[52,49,77] Recently several groups have demonstrated experimentally that molecules
containing hydrogen-bonding functional groups can self-assemble to form extended onedimensional [58] or two-dimensional adsórbate arrays on Au(1 1 1). [52,60,6264,84,1 15,1 16] A limited number of model studies have also explored the formation of
these 2D hydrogen bonding networks. [61,84,1 17] Typically, the adsórbate molecules
investigated in these studies have been planar species (such as aromatic rings or fused
aromatic ring systems) which lie parallel to the plane of the substrate. The hydrogen-

bonding functional groups lie on the outside of the molecule and are all consequently in
the plane of the adsórbate layer. Typically, the aromatic molecules are not strongly
preferentially bound to any particular surface site. Therefore, they are relatively free to
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migrate on the surface, driven by the intermolecular interactions. In many cases, the selfassembly is governed by the ability of the adlayer to maximize the number of hydrogen
bonding interactions. In particular, we note that extended "row" or "ribbon" structures
have been observed using the dicarboxylic terephthalic acid [58].
There have been a limited number of modeling studies carried out on fullerene
derivatives on metal surface. In virtually all cases, these were DFT studies of (typically)
the monomer on the substrate [54] or small clusters such as the dimer or tetramer on the
surface [111]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there have to date been no
modeling studies of fullerenes on metal substrates which attempt to identify the optimal
conditions for molecular self-assembly using unbiased initial conditions, or to report
coverage and temperature effects. The interest in the field of fullerene thin films together
with the possibility of using hydrogen-bonding functional groups to drive patterned selfassembly provide the motivation for the current study.
Accordingly, in this chapter we consider the self-assembly of a series of
functionalized fullerenes on Au(1 1 1). The molecules generally contain two carboxyl
groups as the hydrogen bonding groups. This is suggested by previous work on

terephthalic acid, which has been one of the most studied molecules to date in this field.
We generate a realistic potential energy function to account for all intermolecular
interactions and molecule-metal interactions for this system. Using this, we predict the
likelihood of patterned self-assembly through extensive sampling of configuration space.
Since we have limited information on the interactions, there is some degree of model

parameter variation in this study. In many ways, this study is reminiscent of one carried
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out by Paci et al. [89] These authors looked at monolayer and multilayer formation of
atoms on surfaces as the parameters are varied within a given functional form.
Modeling a system of this nature requires several simplifying assumptions. First,

the molecules we investigate contain a large number of atoms. Therefore, a typical
molecular mechanics calculation, accounting for all atom-atom interactions would be
prohibitively time-consuming. Accordingly, we use a coarse-grained force field in which
the fullerenes and other functional groups are treated as pseudoatoms. Fortunately, the
fullerene-fullerene pseudoatom potential energy is well established [88]. Second, the
interaction of fullerenes with the Au(1 11) surface is likely to be relatively strong, and to
be strongly influenced by the surface binding site; however, the interaction even of bare
fullerenes with Au(1 1 1) is not yet completely understood. Including the thermal motion
of the metal atoms of the substrate would also be prohibitively resource intensive. We
therefore elect to use a rigid gold surface. Third, modeling all internal degrees of freedom
of the molecule would require considerable additional computer resources, with little
guarantee of further insight. Therefore, we constrain each molecule to be rigid and justify
this approximation by only considering molecules that are highly conjugated and
conformationally rigid to begin with.
The approximations listed above are similar to constraints used by Akimov and
coworkers in a recent molecular dynamics study [27] of fullerene "nanocars" on Au(1 1 1).
One such approximation made by these authors was to partition each molecule into
connected rigid fragments akin to the "chassis" and (fullerene) "wheels." This is justified

by the inherent rigidity of these fused polycyclic components. Importantly, these
constraints preserved the most important internal molecular motion - rotation of the
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fìillerene wheels - while eliminating unnecessary vibrational degrees of freedom. The
authors also used a rigid Au(1 11) surface represented as an effective potential with an
atomic corrugation term.

With the set of simplifying assumptions listed above, we set out to study the
features of the potential energy landscape which contribute to the formation and structure
of adlayers of fullerenes and fullerene derivatives on Au(1 1 1). We are most interested in

the structures formed at experimental temperatures (typically 300-400K). One approach
to determining these structures in an unbiased manner would be to carry out "simulated
annealing" [106] starting a Monte Carlo simulation at high temperature, and then
systematically reducing the temperature until the putative ground state is obtained.
However, this procedure discards information obtained at high and intermediate

temperatures which could provide insight into the role played by features of the potential
energy in adlayer formation. Therefore, we allow the system to fully equilibrate at all

temperatures, and monitor the properties at each temperature, paying particular attention
to phase transitions. Since we have neglected a large number of degrees of freedom in our
simulation, we point out that temperatures at which we observe phase transitions will not
correspond closely to those that would be obtained in experiment on comparable systems.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section B, we discuss
our choice of candidate functionalized fullerenes, and outline a scheme for their
synthesis. In Section C, we outline the model potential energy functions we use to
simulate the intermolecular interactions between molecules, and with the substrate. In

Section D, we describe our Monte Carlo search strategy for identifying the most stable
adlayer. Results are presented and discussed in Section E, with conclusions in Section F.
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B. Molecules studied

A coarse-grained representation is used to describe a family of fullerene

derivatives with carboxylic acid terminated phenyl, biphenyl, and (linear) polyphenylene
substituents. Molecules are represented as rigid assemblies of three united atom (UA)
groups - the fullerene (Coo), phenyl linker (Ph), and carboxylic acid (CA). Figure III-l
shows the molecules in cartoon representations where Coo and Ph groups are drawn as
blue and grey spheres, respectively, scaled to their van der Waals radii. CA groups are
drawn as carbon and oxygen atoms but the acidic hydrogens are not shown. Above each
molecule, the chemical structure of its substituent "arm" is shown.
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Figure III-l. Cartoon chemical structures of the derivatized fullerenes
studied here. Molecules 1, 2, and 3 have C2v symmetry and their
carboxyl groups are separated by 1, 3, and 5 phenyl moieties,
respectively. Molecule 4 is equivalent to 2, but with both carboxyl
groups removed. Molecule 5 has reduced symmetry and only one
carboxyl group. The relevant molecular dimensions are shown on 3.
The local coordinate system for the molecules is also included.

Although the specific molecules we study here have not yet, to our knowledge,
been created they are based on a well-established synthesis [18] in which a substituted
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1 ,2-bis(bromomethyl)benzene is attached to Coo by a [4+2] cycloaddition. As a result of
this addition, two methylene carbons bridge the Ph and C6o as is illustrated in Figure HI-I
where wavy lines denote the C60-CH2 bonds. In this work we approximate this linkage as
being rigid. The three distances between the UA groups in all of the molecular

geometries are: CA-Ph, 2.89Â; Ph-Ph, 4.35Á; and Ph-C60, 5.75Â. The C60 is used as the
origin for each molecule's body-fixed coordinate system (indicated with bfsubscripts).

The substituent arms lie in the \brzbfplane and are parallel to the x¿,/axis.
These specific molecules are chosen to systematically explore how their
differences in geometry, symmetry, and hydrogen bonding functionality affect adlayer
structures. The substituent of 1 is terephthalic acid, a molecule for which the structural
behavior on surfaces is well understood. In many experiments, terephthalic acid forms
parallel ID rows driven by intermolecular hydrogen bonding [58]. Molecules 2 and 3
have the same symmetry as 1, but with CAs further separated by additional Ph groups. To
explore how dispersion interactions alone can dictate pattern formation, no hydrogen
bonding groups are present on 4. Finally, due to its asymmetry, it is anticipated that 5 will
not be able to form connected ID rows. However, the CA groups are expected to be able
to dimerize.

C. Potential Energy Functions

Pairwise-additive potential functions are defined for all binary UA combinations
as well as between UAs and the rigid Au(1 1 1) surface. Where possible, such as for UA
Cöo-Cöo and Ph-Ph interactions, existing potential functions are used. In most other cases,
we use simple functional forms that reproduce DFT or force field data. The key aspects
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of this force field - the functional forms, distances, and interaction energies - are
summarized in Table HI-I. What follows is a thorough description of the functions used.

_____________

C60

Ph

C60
Ph

(G, 10.06,6.4)
(LJ, 8.2,2.19)

CA

(LJ, 6.4, 0.75)

CA

(LJ, 6.9, 1.0)

(LJ, 5.1, 1.0)

(M+A, 3.79, 17.33)

Au(IIl)

(M+C, 5.7, 29.2)

(LJ, 4.6, 0.5 )

SRR

Table III-I. A summary of the potential energy functions and
parameters used for UA-UA and UA-substrate interactions. The

notation used lists, in order from first to last, the functional form, the

preferred separation in Â, and the minimum energy in kcal/mol.
Functional form abbreviations are as follows: G, Girifalco' s

pseudoatomic potential (reference [39]); LJ, Lennard-Jones potential;
M+A, Morse potential with anisotropy; M+C, Morse potential with
corrugation; SRR, Short range repulsion.

1. UA-UA interactions

As was mentioned earlier, the molecules we consider are constructed from Coo,

Ph, and CA groups. First, we describe the homogeneous interactions between UA groups.
Girifalco's pseudoatomic potential [88] is used for the C6o-C6o interactions, (the full
functional form is given in the Appendix (page 127)) This potential is derived by
integrating a Lennard-Jones (LJ) function over the surface of two spheres, assuming
uniform carbon atom density. The resulting CoO-C6O attractive energy, 6.4 kcal/mol, is
considerable and helps explain the C6os' tendency to aggregate. For Ph-Ph interactions,
we use a potential from a coarse grained model [95] of liquid crystals. In this model, each
Ph group is rotationally averaged and reduced to a single LJ interaction site. Similarly,
for the molecules considered here the phenyl groups can rotate around one axis, with
some hindrance.

We have developed our own CA-CA potential aimed at minimizing
computational expense while reproducing the interaction anisotropy. Similar potentials
have been used to efficiently model anisotropic interactions at a range of size scales.
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Examples include the hydrogen bonding of 2D water [118], DNA base pair interactions
[119], assembly of patchy colloidal particles [120], and virus capsid assembly [121]. Our
functional form consists of a Morse potential between UA interaction sites, an
orientational multiplier to favor dimer alignment, and an isotropic repulsion term.
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¦
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Figure III-2. The geometries and variables used to describe CA-CA

hydrogen bonding interactions, (a) The benzoic acid dimer minimized
using the Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF). (b) The UA
representation where CA pseudoatoms are centered at the carboxyl
carbon atoms. To mimic the dimer configuration of (a), the CA-CA

potential includes an anisotropy term which favors alignment of the ?
vectors shown in (b).

The potential is designed to reproduce the Merck Molecular Force Field [122]
(MMFF94) minimized benzoic acid dimer shown in Figure III-2(a). Each carboxyl group

is reduced to a CA pseudoatom placed at the respective carboxyl carbon. This is
illustrated in Figure III-2(b). CA groups interact via a Morse potential

UM,CA(/>,) = ECA[(l-e-^^J -1) ,

(HI·D
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where the equilibrium energy, Eca = 17.33 kcal/mol, and separation, re= 3.788 Â, match
those of the MMFF dimer. Here, rjV is the length of the interparticle vector, r,*·. Using

? =1.45Â_1 for the range parameter reproduces MMFF values within 1% for distances of
3.40 to 4.20Â along the linear separation coordinate.
Although the benzoic acid dimer is bent 4.23°, we set the dimer to prefer collinear

CA-Ca bonds (the a superscript denotes the atom/group bonded to the carboxyl carbon).
To specify this optimal bonding direction, a vector, p, is defined in the direction of the

Ca-CA bond. In Figure III-2(b), the example of an arbitrary geometry for two CAs,

shows vectors p/ and p*- forming angles <pf and <pk, respectively, with the interparticle
vector r.,k, . Using these angles, the multiplicative term

U^r^-e^'^e-^1,

(1112)

scales UMCA for non-ideal orientations. The parameter s determines how sharply the
attractive energy decreases for bent geometries. Preliminary simulations of terephthalic
acid have shown that s =0.4 radians is large enough to allow bending, but small enough
to energetically favor dimer configurations over trimers and disordered aggregates.

It is possible for some orientations that Umg could be near zero, allowing nonphysical overlap between CA groups. To counter this, a steep harmonic repulsion, U ,
is added to the previous terms. Here,

[kreP(rjV-ro) rfk,<r0
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where UMCA(r0) = O , and k - 150 kcal/mol-Â. With this, the complete CA-CA
potential function is written as

uCA-CA (>> > Vf > <Pk') = Um,ca (fjv )* Uang(^, ^ )+ C/re/) (/> ) .

(III.4)

All mixed interactions between UA groups are calculated with LJ potentials. The
distance and energy parameters are obtained using the Lorentz-Bertholet combining rules
[104] - the only exceptions are the energies for C6O-CA and Ph-CA interactions. The

discrepancy arises because the CA-CA interaction is highly anisotropic - its binding
energy of 17.33 kcal/mol is only for the linear geometry - while the Ph-Ph and C6O-C6O
interactions are isotropic. Thus to account for all possible orientations we use estimated
well depths of 1.0 kcal/mol for C6O-CA and Ph-CA interactions.
Finally, all of the UA pairwise potentials described above are subject to a distance
cutoff of 3 0Â.
2. UA-Au(IIl) interactions

Here, the interactions of each UA group with the Au(1 1 1) substrate are detailed.

The C6O-Au(1 1 1) potential [107] we use is designed to reproduce the energetics of Wang
and Cheng's DFT study of a single C60 on Au(1 1 1) [20]. Our approach uses a zdependent Morse potential for the average attraction and an x-y corrugation function to
reproduce the C6o's preference for atomic threefold sites. The corrugation also reproduces
the lateral barrier to site migration over twofold (bridge) sites. For both the DFT results
and our potential, the energies for C60 over a threefold site (minimum) and bridge site
(saddle) are -29.2 and -26.0 kcal/mol respectively. The full functional form is given in
the Appendix (page 127).
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In contrast, Ph-Au(1 11) interactions are known to be considerably weaker, on the
order of 1 kcal/mol for ideal, flat-lying orientations. [123] To also account for less
preferred perpendicular orientations (recall that the Ph pseudoatom is orientationally
averaged) we use a z-dependent LJ potential with a well depth of 0.5 kcal/mol.
A DFT study has reported [124] that CA-Au(1 1 1) interactions are repulsive so
long as the CA group does not deprotonate and the surface is flat (i.e. free of adatoms,
step edges, and vacancies). Accordingly, we use a short range repulsive potential to
prevent CA groups from penetrating the surface. This potential is written as

UCA-Au^= E^e-",

(III.5)

where ? is the height of the CA group above the x-y plane, E = IxIO14 kcal/mol, and ?=

11.5 À"1. With these values, UCA_Au(ul) > 1 kcal/mol for ? < 2.8 Â.
D. Simulation Methods
1. Monte Carlo Cooling

NVT Metropolis Monte Carlo (MMC) cooling simulations are carried out to
determine low temperature structures, phase transitions, and thermal averages of
energetics and structural properties. The simulation region is a box with the Au(1 1 1)
surface lying in the global x-y plane, ? and y box dimensions only differ slightly to match

the substrate periodicity. Beyond the ? and y box dimensions and for z>50 À, a harmonic
restoring potential prevents evaporation. Sub-monolayer surface coverages (0.2 to 0.4
molecules/nm ) are used so that patterns result from attractive intermolecular forces, not
crowding. Preliminary results using periodic boundary conditions showed high sensitivity
to the interplay of box dimensions and Coo adlayer spacing and substrate periodicity.
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Thus to avoid imposing a specific symmetry on the system, periodic boundary conditions
are not used.

Unbiased starting configurations for clusters of7V=50 molecules are generated by
assigning each molecule a random position within the box and a random unit-quaternion
orientation. The system is cooled from high simulation temperature (typically starting
around 1600K to ensure randomization) in decreasing steps of 50K. At each temperature,
single-molecule translation and rotation trial moves are equally probable and acceptance
is determined using the standard Metropolis scheme. The three components of

translational moves are chosen from the flat interval [- dt, dt] . Each rotation angle about
a randomly chosen axis (through the molecular origin) is chosen from the flat

interval [- d?, d?] . During an initial equilibration period at each temperature, dt and d?
are adjusted to give approximately a 50% acceptance fraction, and no statistics are
recorded. During data collection, dt and d? remain fixed. A single MC cycle is defined

to be iV(in all cases here, 7V=50) trial moves and between 2*1 06 and 5*1 06 data collection
cycles are carried out at each T. The system configuration is preserved when the
temperature is decreased.
For all molecules, initial runs with small clusters of jV=25-30 are qualitatively
identical to the iV=50 runs reported here. Due to finite size effects, small quantitative
differences in energetics are present. However, the low-G pattern symmetries, structural
order parameters, and phase phenomena are nearly indistinguishable.
One particular limitation of this modeling approach is worth noting. The surface
is treated as a rigid body and internal degrees of freedom for all the molecules are
neglected. Therefore, phenomena noted a given simulation temperature will not
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necessarily occur at the same experimental temperature. However, we stress that the
canonical Monte Carlo approach used here is a well-established and well-understood
approach to sampling the entire potential energy landscape. [83]
2. Energetics and Order Parameters

To help relate the different types of physical interactions and the observed
behavior, the system's total potential energy, U , is partitioned into the following

components: Um , from CA-CA hydrogen bonding interactions; Uvdw , the remaining
intermolecular interactions; and Usurf , the interactions with the Au(1 11) surface.
Averages are accumulated for each component of U and reported values are divided by
N, putting them on a per-molecule basis.
Using the first and second moments of U , the heat capacity (per molecule) is
calculated at each temperature, T, using

CV=N^(u2)-{u)2
! \ ' ,
kBT

(III.6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The standard deviation of five block Cv values is

used as a relative measure of uncertainty.
To relate energetics and heat capacity to structural changes, we use structural
order parameters to quantify hydrogen bond formation, spatial packing, and orientational
order. Here we describe the specific order parameters used in this study.
Two order parameters are used to count hydrogen bonding (HB) interactions
between CA groups. The first, HBNN , is the number of CA nearest neighbor (NN)

interactions within a cutoff of 5Â, regardless of orientation. The second, more stringent
measure, HB2 , counts dimer interactions that are within the same cutoff distance but are
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also aligned such thatç?.,,ç?t, < 10° (these angles are defined in Section III.C.l and Figure
III-2). Both HB parameters are scaled to give the number of HB interactions per
molecule.

The order parameter ?6 is used to measure 2D hexagonal close-packing [125] of
fullerenes in the first monolayer. We define the first monolayer to be all molecules with

Coo centers no more than 6.1Â above the x-y plane (the uppermost Au(1 1 1) layer).

Within the monolayer, all Céo NN bonds, rjV , shorter than 13Â are used to calculate
2

Xe

e

'

(III.7)

where Fjk, is the angle between the global x-axis and the projection of rjV on the x-y
plane (any fixed direction in the surface plane would give equivalent results) and z, here,
is the imaginary unit (otherwise, T is a configuration index). ?6 is zero for structures
such as disordered solids or 2D gases and it approaches unity as hexagonal ordering sets
in. Similar to this, the order parameter ?4 , which measures square monolayer packing,
was calculated for all simulations. However, square packing was not observed in any of
the present simulations, so the results have been omitted.
To measure orientational ordering, we use two order parameters which are based
on P2 , the second Legendre Polynomial. P2 can gauge parallel alignment between two
vectors using their intersection angle, ? , and it is written as

Pl{w)Jj^á±.

(I„.8)
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Possible P2 values range from -1/2, for perpendicular vectors, to unity, for parallel ones,
and its spherical (isotropic) average is zero. The Pi formalism is flexible and it can be
used to compare a molecule's orientation to a stationary reference or to compare a pair of
neighboring molecules' orientations.
First, we define the order parameter P21 to measure "tilting" of a molecule's body
fixed z-axis, Zb/j, (this axis passes through the bonded Coo and Ph groups. See Figure IH-I
for molecule axis definitions) relative to the surface normal, z, using the expression

/

\ 3[zhf ,-zf-1

PvKj)= fJ2

>

(m·9)

where the subscripty indicates a specific molecule and the (unit) vector dot product
replaces the cosine term of (IV.6). Reported values of P21 are configuration averages over
all moleculesj.

The second orientational order parameter P2x{xbf j,^bfk) measures alignment
between the body fixed x-axes of neighboring moleculesy and k. It is expressed as

4k/,x.J-3(xiA'^"1,

(uno)

where the axis vectors are of unit length. Reported values of P2x are configuration
averages over all molecule pairs with centers within 20Â.
E. Results and Discussion
1. Neat Ca»

Prior to discussing our results for functionalized fullerenes, we first report
simulation results of bare Coo on the Au(1 1 1) surface. This serves to demonstrate the
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behavior of our C6O-Au(1 1 1) potential and to introduce the adlayers observed in the later
sections.

(a) Hexagonal Monolayers

Experimentally, several close-packed C6o adlayers have been identified on the
Au(1 1 1) substrate. In our simulations, two of these structures have been observed. These

have unit cells (2?/3 ? 2^3)R30° [21] and (Vl3 ? ^13)R14°, [25,73] respectively. For
these two adlayer structures, the spacings of the equivalent three-fold sites occupied by

the fullerenes are 9.98Â (R30°) and 10.39Â (Rl4°). We note that these bracket the
preferred C60 dimer spacing of 10.06 À [88]. Thus, for both adlayers, registry with the
threefold sites causes a small amount of molecule-molecule interaction strain. The R30°

adlayer is slightly lower in energy using our potential and is generally recognized to be
the energetic ground state in experimental studies [21]. Hence our parameterization
describes the essential experimental results for neat fullerene on Au(1 1 1) semiquantitatively.

(b) Temperature Dependent Structural Behavior

In Figure III-3 we show results from simulation of neat C6o on Au(1 1 1) as a
function of temperature. The panels show: (a) the heat capacity, Cv ; (b) the order

parameter ?62 , (c) the several potential energies U , Uvdw , and Usurf- all as a function of
T. In Figure III-4, we show configurations snapshots at different temperatures. We
consider first the data in Figure III-3. The heat capacity curve shows a clear local
maximum at T= 1 100 K. Such maxima in cluster calculations indicate a transition

between one type of adlayer phase behavior and another. [89] In Figure III-3(b), the
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hexagonal order parameter, ?6 , shows an abrupt change at this same temperature,
T=I 1 0OK, dropping from unity at lower temperatures to zero at higher temperatures. This
indicates a high degree of 2D hexagonal packing at lower temperatures, and very little at
higher temperatures. In fact, at temperatures above 1 100K, (see for instance, Figure III-4
panel (d)), the fullerenes do not cluster, and diffuse as a 2D gas. Below 1 100 K, the
fullerene surface cluster is close-packed (Figure III-4 panels (a)-(b)). Examination of the
potential energy (Figure III-3 panel (c)) also shows a change at T=I 100K. It is clear from
the data in panel (c) that the phase transition is derived from the conspicuous change in
the intermolecular contribution to the potential energy ( UvdW ) rather than to any change

in molecule-surface interaction (Usurf). Thus, we can assign the Cv peak to a transition
from ordered close-packed adlayer to disordered 2D gas.
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Figure III-3. (a) Heat capacity, Cv, (b) hexagonal order parameter, ?6 ,
and (c) intermolecular potential energy as a function of temperature for
neat C^.
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Figure III-4. Configuration snapshots at selected temperatures taken
from the simulation of neat Coo-

As noted above, at temperatures below the phase transition (1 100K), the adlayer

is close-packed, as evidenced by the ?6 parameter. However, ?62 cannot distinguish
between the R30° and Rl4° hexagonal adlayers. At the lowest temperatures, we observe
mostly the R30° structure in snapshots such as Figure III-4 (a)-(b). Closer to the phase
transition, we see more of the metastable Rl4° adlayer as is shown in Figure III-4(c) at
1200K. There is not sufficient detail for us to distinguish a phase transition between these
two adlayers.
2. Molecule 1

In Figure III-5 we show results from the simulation of molecule 1. In addition to

the variables shown in Figure III-3, the orientational order parameters P21 and P21 are
included in panel (b) and hydrogen bond parameters HBNN and HB2 are added to panel
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(e). In this case there appear to be two peaks in the heat capacity, indicating two phase
transitions. The higher-rpeak occurs at about 1200K; the lower-Tpeak occurs at about
850K. It can be seen that the higher G transition corresponds to the transition already
commented on above for neat fullerenes. That is, at this temperature, the system goes

from a disordered (2D "gas") phase to the spatially ordered, close-packed 2D solid phase.

This is confirmed by monitoring the ?62 parameter and UvdW , both ofwhich behave
similarly to the previous case of bare C6o· Representative configuration snapshots at
1000K and 1400K in Figure III-6 (panels (c) and (d)) provide support for this assertion.
We further note that the fullerene moieties form the R30° adlayer described earlier. This

R30° adlayer structure has also been observed in experiments with functionalized
fullerenes on Au(1 1 1), [1 14] where it is found that small functional groups do not disrupt
the fullerene close-packing and surface registry.
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Figure III-5. (a) Heat capacity, Cv, (b) hexagonal order parameter, ?62 ,
and orientational order parameters P2x and P2h (c) hydrogen bonding
order parameters HBNN and HB2, and (d) intermolecular potential
energy as a function of temperature for Molecule 1.
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Figure III-6. Configuration snapshots at selected temperatures taken
from the simulation of Molecule 1.

In the temperature region between 1200 and 850 K, we observe a new

phenomenon. The adlayers show hexagonal close-packing of the fullerenes (as evidenced
by the ?6 parameter) but are disordered with respect to the hydrogen bonding. This is
illustrated by P21 and the nearest-neighbor hydrogen bonding count (HBNN). The order
parameter P21 (Figure III-6(c)) shows that the mean polar tilt angle (between a

molecule's zbf axis and the global z-axis normal to the substrate plane) is limited and all
molecules are nearly upright. P2x , however, indicates that rotations about the molecules'
zbf axes are nearly unrestricted and HB2 and HBNN show that each molecule has, on
average, less than 1 hydrogen bond. The substituent arms are sufficiently short, relative to
the molecular spacing, that repulsive barriers do not hinder rotation.
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When cooled below 850K, the system undergoes a different phase transition to an
orientationally ordered hydrogen-bonded structure, as can be seen from Figure III-6,
panels (a) and (b). Here, hydrogen bonds link NN molecules' substituent arms and
restrict their rotation resulting in extended linear hydrogen-bonded rows. Due to the
hexagonal adlayer symmetry, degenerate rows can form in multiple directions as is seen
in Figure III-6(b). The sudden increases in P2t and HB2 and the decrease in UHB also
confirm this structural change.
a

b

Figure III-7. Idealized structures of molecule 1 having a periodicity of
one row (a) and three rows (b). Due to the gain in intermolecular
dispersion interactions, (b) is energetically preferred.
Closer examination of snapshots of the low-G results (Figure III-6(a),(b)) reveals
that there are, in fact, two competing adlayer structures. In both structures, substituents
form ID rows due to hydrogen bonding between nearest neighbor molecules. (This is
reminiscent of the extended hydrogen-bonded rows formed by terephthalic acid on the
same substrate [58]). However, the two structures differ in the way the molecular rows
tilt and the row periodicity. Defect-free, energy minimized versions of these structures
are shown in Figure III-7. One (Figure III-7(a)) has a structure where all molecules have
equivalent orientation and each row is a shifted copy of its neighboring rows. Here the
rows lean to the same side and gain a small amount of vdW attraction energy by
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contacting the underlying C6o lattice. In the other pattern (Figure III-7(b)), groups of three
rows tilt together with the center row held upright by a row leaning in from each side.
There is an increased intermolecular dispersion interaction for the molecules in the center

of each row. An all-atom treatment of Ph groups with internal degrees of freedom could
perhaps provide further insight into these structures. However, for the potential
parameters used here they are essentially degenerate. The details of which type of adlayer
is preferred will also likely be a sensitive function of the potential parameters. We do not
pursue either of these possibilities further in the present work.
3. Molecule 2

We turn now to a discussion of the simulation results for molecule 2 (see Figure
III-l). The substituent arms of 2 have two more Ph groups than does molecule 1,

separating its CA groups by 14.5Â (approximately 1.5 times the lattice constant of the
Coo close-packed adlayer). Simulation results are shown in Figure III-8 with
representative snapshots in Figure III-9. The contrast of the heat capacity, Cx, , with that
of molecule 1 is striking: there is a single peak in this case occurring at 1 100K. All the
other order parameters show abrupt changes at the same temperature (Figure III-8 (b),(c))
as do the intermolecular interactions UHB and Uvdw (Figure III-8 (d)). Therefore, for this
molecule, the orientational ordering transition due to hydrogen bonding occurs at the
same temperature as the transition due to the C6o close-packing.
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Figure III-8. (a) Heat capacity, Cv, (b) hexagonal order parameter, ?6
and orientational order parameters P^ and P^, (c) hydrogen bonding
order parameters HBNN and HB2, and (d) intermolecular potential
energy as a function of temperature for Molecule 2.
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Figure III-9. Configuration snapshots at selected temperatures taken
from the simulation of Molecule 2.

Examination of the snapshots in Figure III-9 yields some insight into this. Near
the transition temperature, at 1000K and 1 100K (panels (b) and (c)), intermediate
structures from the melting transition show disordered edge molecules surrounding an
ordered nucleus. Within the ordered nucleus, molecules are sterically constrained by the
close-packing so that free rotation of the substituent arms is no longer possible. Due to
their length, the arms interdigitate to avoid steric repulsion. Consequently, the CA groups
of second NN molecules can dimerize. We note that the Coo moieties form the lower

density Rl 4° adlayer to relieve compression strain in the hydrogen bonding interactions.
Although it would relax the Coo-Coo interactions, the more compact R30° adlayer would
further strain the hydrogen bonds and could force the substituents to buckle. We
remarked earlier that the Rl 4° adlayer is metastable for bare Coo- Here, however, it
appears to be the preferred ground state due to the substituents' geometry. Duplicate runs
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with different random seeds also reached the R14° structure when cooled, showing the
minimum to be formed robustly.

The fullerene packing structure can be detected by STM studies. [109] However,
STM is often unable to resolve the structure of the functional groups. The fact that this
functionalization causes a change in the underlying C6o close-packing suggests the effects
of functionalization may be indirectly investigated experimentally by STM. Indeed, this
has been commented on by Chen and coworkers [114] who detect solely the R30°

fullerene phase with derivatized fullerenes, rather than the mixture of fullerene phases
observed with bare fullerenes. [21,22]
4. Molecule 3

We continue the trend of making the substituent arms longer by using five phenyl
moieties to separate the COOH groups. This results in molecule 3 (Figure III-l).
Simulation results are shown in Figure III- 10 and Figure III-l 1 . In this case neither set of

the energetics and order parameters (Figure III- 10) nor the configuration snapshots
(Figure III-l 1) show any evidence of distinct phase transitions or ordered structure
formation. The system gradually freezes into a "glassy" state, with little global order.
This result can be understood by considering the preferred ordering of the C60 moieties
and substituent arms separately.
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Figure III- 10. (a) Heat capacity, Cv, (b) hexagonal order parameter
, ?6 , and orientational order parameters P2x and P2t, (c) hydrogen
bonding order parameters HBNN and HB2, and (d) intermolecular
potential energy as a function of temperature for Molecule 3. Note that
the ordinate scale does not run to 1 in panels (b) and (c).
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Figure IH-1 1. Configuration snapshots at selected temperatures taken
from the simulation of Molecule 3.

The previous results - neat C6o in particular - have established that C6o moieties
prefer to form close-packed monolayers at low temperatures. Here, however, the

snapshots as well as the unchanging ?62 order parameter show that C6o moieties of 3
cannot close-pack. This result is due to steric hindrance caused by the large substituent
groups. Alternatively the cylindrical CA-Ph5-CA substituents alone should prefer an

aligned, nematic or smectic type structure due to their large aspect ratio. However, the
attached C6o moieties' size and tendency to aggregate prevent extended orientational
ordering. In fact, inspection of the P2x parameter shows no evidence of substituent arm
alignment at any temperature.

The result of these competing interests is mutual frustration and neither spatial nor
orientational ordering. C6o close-packing is frustrated by the large substituent arms and
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the substituents' preferred alignment is hindered by the Cêos' size and attraction. As a
consequence of this, hydrogen bonding is not readily feasible. We find, indeed, that at all
temperatures, UHB is negligible and the order parameters HBNN and HB2 show no
evidence of hydrogen bonding interactions occurring.
5. Molecule 4

We have continued investigating systematic trends. One such is to reconsider 2
and remove the hydrogen bonding CA groups. This results in molecule 4. Thermal
averages for simulations of this molecule are shown in Figure III- 12 and typical
geometries in Figure III- 1 3 . In this case Cv and ?6 signal a phase transition at about
1000 K. This is due to the transition from 2D gas to a close-packed monolayer with
fullerenes in the R14° configuration. As the temperature is further reduced, the
substituent arms show some tendency to self-organize, but there is no sharp Cv transition
to an orientationally ordered phase. Rather, the onset appears more gradual and, at low T,
there is visual evidence of herringbone pattern formation (Figure III- 13(a)).
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Figure III- 12. (a) Heat capacity, Cv, (b) hexagonal order parameter,
?6 , and orientational order parameters Pix and P2h and (c)
intermolecular potential energy as a function of temperature for
Molecule 4.
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Figure III-13. Configuration snapshots at selected temperatures taken
from the simulation of Molecule 4. The orange dashed line in panel (a)
indicates a local glide symmetry axis.
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Loosely defined, a herringbone pattern [126] consists of alternating ID rows
where constituents within a row are parallel but neighboring rows are divided by a
reflection or glide symmetry axis. (The glide symmetry operation consists of a reflection
across an axis and a translation parallel to it.) In the "ideal" herringbone structure,
molecules from adjacent rows are perpendicular to each other and are twisted + 45°
relative to the symmetry axis between rows.

Similar herringbone patterns are commonly observed in model and experimental
studies of linear molecules on surfaces. Examples include N2 [127] and hexane
[126,128] on graphite, and model repulsive dimers on a hexagonal lattice. [129] "Ideal"
herringbone ordering is easy to quantify for molecules constrained to a lattice (as is the
case for most of the systems cited above) because the possible symmetry axes are
predetermined. For the present study, however, a simple herringbone metric for the

substituent arms is less obvious because, in general, the underlying Ceo lattice can vary or
have defects (at higher J). Our main orientational order parameter, P2x , is zero for both
the isotropic limit and the ideal herringbone configuration. Thus no quantitative
information on herringbone patterning is available from this parameter.
As T is reduced below the phase transition, P2x increases slightly (Figure
III- 12(b)) since the substituent arms adopt a herringbone pattern but are not exactly

perpendicular; rather they are twisted approximately ± 37° on average. Nevertheless, the
herringbone patterning is clear upon visual inspection. In Figure III- 13(a), one glide axis
separating the herringbone rows is shown. We also point out that this patterning is chiefly
in the cluster interior and that edge molecules remain disordered. Here, no hydrogen
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bonds are present to orientationally lock the substituents. Instead, the neighboring
molecules are less influential. It is the collective weak interactions with all six nearest

neighbors that determine the herringbone ordering. Thus the edge molecules, with
sufficient thermal energy and fewer than six NN, maintain some orientational disorder.
6. Molecule 5

We now consider molecule 5. This asymmetrical molecule is equivalent to
molecule 2, but with one of the Ph-CA groups removed. The energetics and structural
data in Figure III- 14 show that two phase transitions occur as the system is cooled. One is
centered at 1200 K, corresponding to the fullerene close-packing. The other occurs at
about 600 K, where the hydrogen bonding sets in. Figure III- 15 shows representative
configuration snapshots at several temperatures. Similar to what was observed for 2, the
substituent arm length allows the carboxyl groups of second-nearest-neighbor molecules
to dimerize. However, the ground state structure is not merely that of 2 with substituent
groups altered. Instead, the substituents' smaller size and single carboxyl functionality
allow more diverse orientational arrangements. Here these are described further.
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Figure III- 14. (a) Heat capacity, Cv, (b) hexagonal order parameter,
X6 , and orientational order parameters P^ and P^, (c) hydrogen
bonding order parameters HBNN and HB2, and (d) intermolecular
potential energy as a function of temperature for Molecule 5.
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Figure III- 15. Configuration snapshots at selected temperatures taken
from the simulation of Molecule 5. The green lines in (a) highlight
dimerized substituents.

At temperatures below 1200K the C6o close-packed hexagonal lattice is stable.
Therefore, each CA group has six potential partners (second NN) with which to form a
hydrogen bond. In contrast to the results for molecule 2, where the large substituents
aligned to avoid steric repulsion, the smaller substituents of 5 are less restricted by their
neighbors and can form non-parallel local motifs. Although most carboxyl substituents
dimerize at low T, no global ground state structure is apparent from visual inspection of
the low temperature snapshots. However, a local herringbone pattern of dimers is
prominent in a few regions (see Figure III- 15) and the increase of P2x signals partial
alignment below 600K. The lack of robust, long-range ordering lies in the strength and
nature of the intermolecular interactions (as parameterized here). Energy differences in
dimer arrangements result from the weak dispersion interactions and are small compared
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with the hydrogen bonding energies. Thus, as was just noted, many configurations with
similar energies can result from different pairings of substituents. However,
interconversions are complex and require multiple hydrogen bonds to break and reform.
Therefore the system is slow to relax and it is susceptible to kinetic trapping, making it
less promising for robust self-assembly than was the case for molecules 1 and 2.
F. Conclusions
We have carried out classical NVT Monte Carlo simulations on a series of model

fullerene derivatives adsorbed on Au(1 1 1). We focused particular attention on the effect
of intermolecular hydrogen bonding in the self-assembly of the adlayers. Fullerenes
functionalized with zero, one and two carboxylic acid groups were modeled.
Intermolecular potentials were obtained by using a variety of sources, including recent
DFT data for fullerenes on Au(1 1 1). [20] The simulations were run at a series of

simulation temperatures from 400K to 1600K. The behavior of the adlayers as a function
of simulation temperature was monitored using an array of order parameters as well as
the heat capacity. A hexagonal order parameter shows the temperature at which the
fullerene close-packing phase transition occurs. A P2 order parameter indicates the
temperature at which orientational order-disorder transitions occur.
Unfunctionalized (bare) fullerenes form a hexagonal close-packed monolayer.
Our model gives two slightly different possible close-packed morphologies. Similar
results have been observed in experiment.
Fullerenes with C2V geometry functionalized with two carboxylic acid groups in a
linear configuration can form extended hydrogen bonded rows. Similar results for species
such as terephthalic acid have been observed in experiment. We note that the nonplanar
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structure of fullerene derivatives allows for the formation of two different adlayers with
extended linear hydrogen-bonded rows. However, if the spacing between the carboxyl
groups is too large because the arms become too long, simultaneous fullerene close-

packing and hydrogen bonding is sterically frustrated and disordered adlayers result.
Molecules 1 and 2 show both orientational and close-packing order at low
temperature. For molecule 1 orientational disorder sets in at a lower temperature than

does disorder in the close-packing. Furthermore, molecule 1 is capable of forming
extended one-dimensional hydrogen-bonded rows in two distinct adlayer geometries. For
molecule 2, the transitions occur at the same temperature. This is explained by the

cooperative nature of the adlayer patterning: The close-packing geometry established by
the fullerenes is well-suited for nearest neighbor intermolecular hydrogen bonding.
We have also investigated the self-assembly of a C2V species, molecule 4, which

contains no hydrogen-bonding functional groups. Without the hydrogen-bonding
interactions, molecules optimize dispersion interactions resulting in herringbone patterns.
Finally, we note a trend in this study between the size of the substituent arm and
the close-packing behavior of the fullerene moieties. The smallest substituents (molecules
1 and 5) allow the fullerenes to form the compact R30° close-packed adlayer. Molecules

2 and 4, bearing slightly larger substituents, adopt the lower density R14° adlayer,
presumably to minimize steric repulsion. Finally, molecule 3 is unable to close-pack due
to prohibitive steric repulsion of its large substituents. This trend is in qualitative
agreement with Chen and coworkers [1 14] who observe the compact R30° structure for
small substituents and disordered structures for large substituents. However, they did not
report observing the R14° adlayer, perhaps because the molecules they studied were
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either too big or too small. Given that STM is a robust tool for discerning the different
close-packed structures of fullerene derivatives, further systematic study, both
experimental and theoretical, could be fruitful.
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CHAPTER IV

FREE ENERGY LANDSCAPES OF BIS-FULLERENE
CLUSTERS ON MODEL SURFACES

A. Introduction

The previous two chapters have shown that fullerene-substrate and fullerenefullerene attraction strongly influence patterning in self-assembled monolayers. For the
fullerene-thiolate molecules studied in Chapter II, robust patterning was hindered by the
competition for surface adsorption sites between Coo and S groups. One possible strategy
to remedy this is to remove the thiol groups and let the Coo serve as the surface tether.
This approach was investigated in Chapter III, and molecules formed ordered assemblies
with hexagonal monolayer Coo packing [130]. An alternative strategy is to replace the
thiol groups with another fullerene, thereby symmetrizing the molecules' structures and
their substrate affinity. These bis-fullerene molecules and their self-assembly on surfaces
are the subject of this chapter.
Currently, a number of methods are known for synthesizing bis-fullerenes, but
there have been few studies of their structural behavior on surfaces. Many reported bisfullerene compounds are covalently "bridged" by only several atoms, and numerous
variations exist regarding the exact bridging atoms and the attachment points on the
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fullerene cages [1 10,131-145]. A limited number of studies have used larger "bridging
groups" to separate fullerene moieties [28,29,32,146-149].
In some cases, these molecules bearing multiple fullerenes have been studied on
surfaces [28,29,1 10,131,132,146]. For those with very small bridging groups, the

intermolecular Côo spacing is very close to their preferred vdW distance (-10.0Â center
to center), and the molecules form somewhat distorted hexagonal monolayers
[1 10,131,132]. In contrast, a bis-fullerene with a 5 unit oligophenylenevinylene bridging
group was found to form ordered rows on HOPG in 1 ,2,4-trichlorobenzene solution
[146]. Also, the well known "nanocars" from the Tour group [28,29] have mainly been
studied for their single molecule diffusion properties on surfaces.
To our knowledge, the only modeling studies of such molecules on surfaces have
been MD simulations [27,93] of individual "nanocars." Therefore, given the lack of
systematic studies of bis-fullerene self-assembly on surfaces, preliminary modeling
efforts seem worthwhile. In this chapter, we choose to study clusters of three different
bis-fullerene molecules, each with a different "bridging group" built from connected
phenyl (Ph) moieties. (Complete structural details are given in the Methods section)
An important consideration for this study is the strength of the attractive
interaction between each fullerene and the substrate. For the fullerene thiolate studied in

Chapter II, fullerenes adsorbed due to this strong attraction, and "ideal" SAM patterning
was hindered (ideal meaning S atoms bound to gold, and fullerenes not bound to gold). In
Chapter III, this attraction energy was less important, since all other molecule-substrate
interactions were much weaker. Since bis-fullerenes have two fullerenes at opposite ends,
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their attraction to the substrate should play a large part in determining whether molecules
stand up (only one fullerene adsorbed) or lie down (both fullerenes adsorbed).
Large uncertainties exist for the strength of the CeO-Au(1 11) interaction.
Theoretical and experimental efforts have reported values ranging from 20-60 kcal/mol
[20,21,25,74,75,150]. Because of the large uncertainly in this energy and because of its
expected influence on adsórbate patterning, we treat the surface more generally in this
chapter. Specifically, we remove the atomistic corrugation term (the functional form is
detailed in the Appendix (page 127)) and we carry out simulations using different values
of the fullerene-surface energy, denoted Efg- Without corrugation specific to the Au(1 11)
surface, the surface's attractive strength is its defining attribute. A surface defined this
generally can therefore, in principle, represent a number of metal or semiconductor
surfaces.

Regarding the "standing-up" and "lying-down" orientations described above, we
expect that bis-fullerene SAMs may have multiple structurally distinct morphologies. In
situations where such structures are separated by large energy barriers (much larger than
the available thermal energy, kßT), linear cooling simulations tend to become trapped in
one low-lying region or the other.
To ensure that disparate structure regions are thoroughly sampled in the present
simulations, we use temperature replica exchange [82,83,151,152] in conjunction with
our Monte Carlo approach from the previous chapters. Temperature Replica Exchange
Monte Carlo (T-REMC, or simply REMC) simulations are widely used to improve
configuration sampling in MC and MD simulations. The method assigns system replicas
to different temperatures and advances them in parallel as standard MC simulations.
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Occasionally, replica pairs attempt to exchange temperatures subject to a Boltzmann
acceptance criterion. Crucially, repeated exchanges enable replicas to randomly climb up
and down the temperature ladder and to descend in and out of local energy minima,
thereby avoiding the trapping problem of a linear cooling approach.
The competition between different structural morphologies and the implications
for self-assembly are best described in the context of free energy landscapes. In the ideal
self-assembly scenario, a system has only one free energy minimum (the self assembled
structure) and the free energy gradient will guide any initial configuration into this
minimum. This is referred to as a "single-funnel" landscape or a "structure seeking"
landscape [83]. In practice, many systems have multiple local free energy minima
(multiple funnels) corresponding to different structure types. Depending on the depth of
the competing minima and the free energy barriers to escape them, they can trap
molecules in undesirable configurations and hinder direct self-assembly. Therefore, an
accurate survey of a system's free energy landscape - specifically the free energy
minima, the barriers between them, and the corresponding structures - is a powerful tool
for rationalizing and predicting self-assembly phenomena.
Calculating accurate free energy landscapes is a formidable task. The specific
details of our approach are given in the Methods section and a brief sketch is presented
here.

In molecular simulations, the relative free energy between two distinct states is
determined from their relative occupation probabilities [82]. In the simplest case, two

equally probable states have equal free energies. Because free energies are determined by
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probabilities, simulations must repeatedly visit the important regions of configuration
space for accurate probabilities to emerge from the statistical noise.

Unfortunately, a straightforward MC or MD simulation may never (on practical
simulation timescales) locate inherently improbable states such as high free energy
barriers or metastable minima. Or if the simulation is trapped in a metastable state it may
never reach the ground state.

With this limitation in mind, wè use two methods to promote thorough
configuration sampling. The first is temperature replica exchange, as described above.
Second, we carry out multiple, separate simulations using different values of the

fullerene-substrate energy, EFG. These range from 25-35 kcal/mol depending on the
molecule. "Biasing" this energy over a range of values ensures that both standing-up and
lying-down structures are thoroughly sampled.
The raw statistical data (to be used for free energy calculations) collected at
different temperatures and different EFq values is not directly compatible because of the
imposed biasing. However, if these dataseis have sufficient overlap in configuration
space [82,153,154], they can be merged using statistical reweighting methods.
Specifically, we use the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) [155] and
temperature-WHAM (T-WHAM) [156] methods which iteratively rescale histogram data
by minimizing differences in the overlapping regions.
With this combined sampling data, global free energy landscapes can be
calculated and used to predict the self-assembly (or lack thereof) for clusters of bisfullerenes.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section B describes the bisfullerene molecules we study and details the simulation protocols. Section C presents and
discusses simulation results. Concluding remarks are in Section D.
B. Methods
1. Molecules Studied

This study considers three bis-fullerene molecules, each with a different "bridging
group" connecting its two fullerene moieties. Cartoon representations of the molecules 6, 7 and 8 - are shown in Figure IV-I. The Coo and Ph moieties are represented by blue
and grey spheres, scaled to their respective vdW radii. The atomistic structures of the
bridging groups are indicated and wavy lines denote the CH2-C60 bonds. Also included in
the figure are the relevant molecular dimensions and the body-fixed coordinate frame
(given bfsubscripts).
Molecules 6 and 7 are constructed using the same UA groups and dimensions as
molecules 1-5 (see section III.B). The bridging group of molecule 8, however, is a single
anthracene moiety, not a polyphenylene species. For simplicity, we elect to use one Ph
UA to represent each six-membered ring of the anthracene. The center to center spacing

of Ph groups (2.45Â) matches that between anthracene's ring centers.
For all three molecules, the Coo groups define the Zè/axis. The line connecting the
Ph moieties of 6 and 7 defines their respective x¿/axes. The coarse grained representation

of 8 has Caov symmetry, therefore the x¿/and y^/axes are degenerate.
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Figure IV-I. Cartoon drawings of the bis-fullerene molecules studied in
this chapter. Molecules 6 and 7 have Dlh symmetry (in our simplified
representation) and their bridging groups contain 3 and 5 phenyl (Ph)
moieties, respectively. Molecule 8 has Cœv symmetry and its bridging
group is an anthracene derivative represented with three Ph groups. The

relevant molecular dimensions for all molecules are shown on 6 and 8.

The body-fixed coordinate system for the molecules is also included.

These specific molecules are chosen to explore how their simple differences in
geometry affect self-assembled adlayer structures. The different length (Ph3 and Ph5)

bridging groups of molecules 6 and 7 are intended to test whether such protruding
features will facilitate or frustrate self-assembly. The bridging group of 8 separates the
two fullerene centers by 16.4Â, well beyond their preferred (center to center) vdW

distance of 10.06Â. Forcing fullerenes this far apart is expected to disrupt hexagonal C60
packing for lying-down configurations, but the resulting adlayer morphology for 8 is still
not intuitively obvious.

We note that, to the best of our knowledge, these molecules have not been
created. However, their synthesis is feasible using established fullerene synthetic
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techniques [18]. Therefore our investigations of these molecules are purely predictive,
and they yield a number of experimentally testable hypotheses.
2. The Coarse Grained Force Field

The force field that defines the interactions between UA groups is largely
unchanged from that used in the previous chapter. Two minor changes have been made in
an effort to increase computational efficiency.
First, the surface atomic corrugation was switched off for CoO-Au(I 11)
interactions after preliminary simulations showed it had little or no influence on adlayer
patterning yet considerably increased computing time. As discussed in the previous
chapter, the corrugation's only structural effect is to register solid adlayers in certain
orientations relative to the surface because fullerenes strongly prefer 3-fold atomic sites.
However, this strong preference hinders lateral diffusion because the corrugation peak to
valley height (12.4 kcal/mol) forces fullerenes to pass over twofold sites (which still
impose a barrier of 3 . 1 kcal/mol).
In contrast, lateral diffusion on the smooth surface is only restricted by the
ruggedness of the intermolecular potential. With this simplification, 2D MC trial moves x-y translations and rotations about the surface normal - become particularly efficient.
This allows larger step sizes which result in more efficient exploration of configuration
space.

An important implication of removing the corrugation is that the surface becomes
a featureless attractive slab. Because there is no corrugation specific to one metal and one
crystalline plane, the surface's attractive strength is its defining attribute. A surface
defined this simply can therefore, in principle, represent a number of metal or
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semiconductor surfaces. For the remainder of this study, the parameter EFG gives the
fullerene-surface attraction energy and we focus on values within range of possible C60-

Au(1 11) energies (20-60 kcal/mol). However, we stress that our results can also be
interpreted for multiple surfaces with similar fullerene binding affinities.
The second change to the force field is to replace the Girifalco potential [88] for
C6O-CoO dispersion with a Morse potential. Both potentials are pairwise-additive and have

identical well depths and equilibrium separations (6.4 kcal/mol and 10.06Â,
respectively). The subtle difference lies in the stiffness of the potential energy function a parameter equivalent to a spring constant near the minimum energy.
Fullerenes have a stiff interaction potential. They therefore aggregate like billiard
balls and their clusters are unyielding to small conformational distortions. While the
Girifalco pair potential reflects this stiffness, it likely overestimates its exact value. The
Girifalco potential was parameterized to reproduce bulk C60 properties; However, there is
experimental [157] and theoretical [158] evidence suggesting that fullerenes have a
slightly softer interaction. Based on ab initio calculations, the PPR potential [159] was
parameterized with a different functional form resulting in a slightly softer interaction.
The PPR potential resolves some discrepancies between experiment and theory. Still,
some remaining discrepancies suggests that the PPR potential may slightly overestimate
the interaction stiffness [158,160,161].

Some more subtle points regarding fullerene interactions are also worth noting.

The first is that at 269 cm"' (equivalently, 388K) and above, pristine and functionalized
C6o have active breathing modes [162] which would likely soften the interaction further.
Second, partial charge transfer takes place when a fullerene adsorbs to the Au(1 1 1) (and
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other metals) substrate [1 12,25,163] and these partial charges on fullerenes should add a
softening Coulombic term to their effective interaction potential. These subtle effects are

beyond the scope of our studies and they cannot realistically be reproduced by our coarse
grained representation. However, taking these considerations into account, we opt to
replace Girifalco' s potential with a Morse potential

UM{r) = D^-e-p(r^)-\)

(IV.l)

with a stiffness parameter of/7=0.90À"1 (other parameters are defined in Chapter III). As
a point of reference, the repulsive wall of the PPR potential [159] is that of a Morse

potential with a stiffness of 0.97Â"1.
Changing the Côo-Côo potential in this manner affords a small increase in sampling
efficiency because the fullerene moieties largely define the size and shape of the
molecules. If they are softer and more deformable, they will squeeze through tight spaces
more easily than if their interaction was more rigid. "Softening" this interaction allows

molecules to reorganize more easily and improves computational efficiency. Since the
interaction distance and energy parameters remain the same as the Girifalco potential, it
should not change the resulting structures. (We note that for isolated clusters of spherical
particles, including fullerenes, cluster morphologies are extremely sensitive to cluster size
and interaction potential stiffness [164]. In this study, however, the molecule-molecule

interaction anisotropy and the molecule-substrate interactions largely determine the
resulting structure symmetries.)
3. T-REMC Simulation Approach

With the force field established, Temperature Replica Exchange Monte Carlo (TREMC, or simply REMC) simulations [151,152] are carried out to exhaustively study the
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structural behavior of small, jV=20 molecule clusters. The goals are to thoroughly sample
configuration space and in doing so to determine thermodynamically stable ordered (or
disordered) solid structures. These REMC simulations are also used to probe temperature
dependent phase behavior and the underlying free energy landscapes that drive
spontaneous structure formation.

In the REMC method used here, each system replica advances through
configuration space as a canonical NVT Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation with the
standard trial moves (translations, rotations, etc.) as described in Section ILB. 3. A

bijective mapping assigns replicas to the fixed set of temperatures { Ji, i=l,NR}
(sometimes called an ensemble or schedule), where NR is the number of replicas, and
periodic exchange moves swap replicas between temperatures. Accordingly, we refer to
this particular flavor of replica exchange as T-REMC.

For each replica, the simulation region is the square prism 50 Â above a square
surface slab in the x-y plane. The surface slab is made large enough to ensure uncrowded, sub-monolayer surface coverage for a cluster ofN=20 molecules. A harmonic

restoring potential keeps the molecules within this region. Each replica is advanced using
single-molecule trial moves of four possible types: 3D translation; rotation about a

random axis passing through the molecule's center; 2D translation in the x-y plane; and
rotation about the surface normal (passing through the molecule's center). The latter two
move types can help sampling efficiency because molecules do not "bump into" the
surface. During preliminary runs, step sizes for all move types and temperatures are
adjusted to give approximately a 40% acceptance fraction. The step sizes are then fixed
during equilibration and data collection. Defined as ./V trial moves, each MC cycle
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attempts one move, on average, per molecule. Replicas are advanced 25 MC cycles and
are then paused while exchanges are carried out. The probability of exchanging
configurations between two replicas i and /' is calculated with the expression

?(/' -> /', i" -» /) =

mm

p{Ut,ßf)p{Uf,ßt)~
' ??,,ß??,,ß,)
(IV.2)

= min[l,exp(-(/?i-Ä X^, -£/,))]
where U¡ is the total potential energy ofreplica i, ß = (kBT) , and p(Unß) is the
canonical probability of configuration /' occurring at ß . During exchange periods, 2*NR
exchanges are performed using Calvo's all-exchanges approach [165]. All simulations
reported here use NR=32 replicas.
The efficiency gains afforded by replica exchange depend upon how quickly
replicas complete round trips between the temperature extremes. This is especially true of
the cluster systems considered here, where thorough sampling of the low- G configuration
space requires repeated transitions from ordered to disordered states. In practice,
bottlenecks that hinder replica migration are both common and difficult to predict a
priori. Strategies to mitigate such bottlenecks are an area of much current research
activity [165-168].
To identify the temperatures where bottlenecks occur, we carry out initial
simulations using a naïve geometric temperature spacing (i.e. r¡+i=(a constant)* r¡). The

most problematic temperature regions are usually signaled by a sharp decrease in the
exchange acceptance fraction for adjacent replicas. To remedy this, exchanges are
encouraged by locally decreasing temperature spacing. In accordance with (IV.2), closer
spacing increases the overlap of the associated energy distributions and increases the
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exchange probability. This U distribution overlap is illustrated in Figure IV-2 for an
ensemble of 32 replicas.
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Figure IV-2. Distributions of Uîor each temperature in an equilibrated
T-REMC system. Beginning at 400K, every eighth temperature is
labeled.

This simulation/adjustment process is usually iterated a few times. As adjustments
are made, the minimum temperature, rm¡n, (i.e. T¡) remains fixed at 400K. We chose the
minimum temperature of 400K assuming that a self-assembled monolayer intended for
electronic or photovoltaic applications should be thermodynamically stable in the solid
state at this temperature (and at lower temperatures). However, the maximum, Tmax, (TNR)
is adjusted to just above the cluster melting temperature. This keeps the temperature
range as small as possible (for efficiency) while ensuring randomization and ergodic
sampling at high temperatures. Following all of these adjustments, the temperature
ensemble is then fixed throughout data collection runs.
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With the established temperature ensemble and the associated set of (partially
equilibrated) configurations, additional equilibration is performed until each replica has
made at least one round trip between Tm\n and Tmax. Data collection is then carried out
until each replica has made, on average, two successive Tm[n to rmax round trips.
Throughout the data collection period, the total system energy U is computed as
the sum of the following components: Uhb, the hydrogen bonding interactions between

CA groups; Uvc¡w, all other pairwise intermolecular interactions; and Usurf, the UAAu(1 1 1) surface energies. For biasing purposes, we also track UFg, the total C6O-Au(1 1 1)

energy although it is a part of both U and Usurf. For all of these energies, ensemble
averages are accumulated and divided by N, so they are on a per-molecule basis.
Additionally, the heat capacity (per molecule) is calculated with the standard expression

??2)-?)2
CV=N'
/J2 ,
kBT2

(IV.3)

where kg is the Boltzmann constant and angular brackets denote ensemble averages.
4. Order Parameters (reduced coordinates)

During data collection, structural order parameters are calculated at regular
intervals. Each order parameter is tasked with measuring some type of patterning.
Additionally, each order parameter can serve as a "progress coordinate" for a structural
transition between two stable states. (The general terms "progress coordinate" and
"reduced coordinate" are used here because reaction coordinate implies chemical bond
forming/breaking processes.) Probability statistics along a progress coordinate can then
be used to plot a free energy profile or potential of mean force (PMF). The next section
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(IV.B.5) details this procedure. Most of the following order parameters have been
introduced previously in section III.D.2 (page 44) so they are briefly sketched here.
The order parameter C60ML is a count of fullerene moieties in the first

monolayer, i.e. with centers no more than 6.1À above the substrate. The count is divided
by N, thus for the bis-fullerenes considered here the upper limit C60ML=2 implies that all
molecules are lying flat. C60ML<2 could result from multiple phenomena including
completely desorbed molecules or molecules with both fullerenes in the second
monolayer. These occurrences are rarely observed in the present study, though, and
molecules typically have at least one Coo touching the substrate (i.e. C60ML>\).
Therefore C60ML is an indirect measure of lying-down molecules.
The parameter PhNN counts NN interactions between Ph groups using a cutoff

distance of 7Â and it is reported as the average per molecule. Large values ofPhNN
indicate that bridging groups interdigitate and are close together while low values occur
when bridging groups are spaced apart.
The order parameters ?6 and ?4 are used to measure 2D hexagonal and square
packing [125] of fullerenes in the first monolayer (as defined above). Within this

monolayer, all Coo NN bonds, rJV , shorter than 13Â are used to calculate
Xa

2

,"<V\

(IV.4)

and
2

Xb

e

'

(IV.5)
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where Ffk, is the angle between the global x-axis and the projection of r.,k, on the x-y
(surface) plane and i is the imaginary unit (otherwise, '/' is a configuration index). These
parameters take values between zero, for disordered structures, and unity, for crystalline
hexagonal or square packed structures, respectively.
To measure orientational ordering, we use three order parameters which are based

on P2 , the second Legendre Polynomial. P2 can gauge parallel alignment between two
vectors using their intersection angle, ? , and it is written as

PÁw)J^ik)zi.

(IV.6)

Possible .P2 values range from -1/2, for perpendicular vectors, to unity, for parallel
vectors, and its spherical (isotropic) average is zero. The Pi formalism is flexible and it

can be used to compare a molecule's orientation to a stationary reference or to compare a
pair of neighboring molecules' orientations.

First, we define the order parameter P21 to measure "tilting" of a molecule's body
fixed z-axis, Zb/j, (recall that this axis passes through both fullerenes) relative to the
surface normal, z, using the expression

*?^)=^f±,

(IV.7)

where the subscript/ indicates a specific molecule and the (unit) vector dot product
replaces the cosine term of (IV.6). Reported values of P21 are configuration averages over
all molecules/.
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The second orientational order parameter P2z\^hf j^t/k) measures alignment
between the body fixed z-axes of neighboring molecules/ and k. It is expressed as

. Pjz^J=3^·'/^"1,

(IV.8)

where the ? vectors are of unit length. Reported values of P2z are configuration averages
over all molecule pairs with centers within 20Â. Finally, the third orientational order
parameter P2x is functionally identical to P2z , but with body fixed x-axes as arguments.
It is worth noting that the parameters C60ML, P21 , and P2z can measure similar
behavior in limiting cases, but, in general, they are not redundant. For example, a
configuration of perfectly upright molecules with P2t= 1 requires that P2z = 1, but the
converse is not generally true.

5. Histogram Reweighting, Sampling Strategies, and Free Energy Surfaces

The main purpose of these simulations is to characterize each system's free
energy landscape: the free energy minima, the transition paths between minima, and the
corresponding structures for each. To accomplish this, extensive T-REMC calculations
are carried out to explore configuration space and to collect statistical distributions of the
order parameters outlined above. This section describes how the collected statistics are

used to compute features of the free energy landscape. Also described are the histogram
reweighting methods for combining multiple biased dataseis.
(a) Potentials of Mean Force (PMFs)

The simplest characterization of a free energy landscape is a ID profile along a
reduced coordinate ?. With sufficient sampling, a probability density function (??¥)?{?)
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can be constructed. From this, the potential of mean force (PMF) is determined by the
relation

A(4)=A0-kBTìn{p{4)).

(IV.9)

Here the Helmholtz energy, A, is used due to the constant volume simulation conditions.
The additive constant Ao relates calculated values to a reference state. Here, however, its

value is inconsequential because we only consider relative values ofA. As a result, ?{?)
need not be normalized and we freely choose Aq so the minimum of?(?) is zero. The

procedure just described and equation (IV.9) are easily extended to multiple dimensions,
each with a corresponding reduced coordinate. A two-coordinate approach yields a

topographic PMF. (Two notes on semantics: First, a PMF is also sometimes called the
Landau Free Energy [83]. Second, we use PMF to refer to a computed potential of mean
force which is a one or two dimensional representation of the actual many-dimensional
free energy surface)
For a PMF to be visualized as a topographic surface, it is limited to two reduced
coordinates. To ensure the best accuracy, however, these two reduced coordinates should
be carefully chosen. Here some of the typical considerations are discussed. Consider a

bistable free energy landscape. A good order parameter should clearly distinguish the two
free energy funnels so that intermediate values correspond to transitional structures. It is
precisely these improbable structures (and the corresponding local minimum in the PDF)
that determine the free energy barrier height. However, distant regions of configuration

space necessarily become superimposed when using two reduced coordinates. Thus there
is no guarantee that a chosen order parameter will sharply distinguish separate funnel
regions. A poorly chosen order parameter will partially superimpose the two regions,
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suggesting an incorrectly small free energy barrier. These pitfalls are exacerbated in
systems with more complex free energy landscapes.

In practice, this means that some preliminary knowledge of the free energy
landscape is necessary to choose suitable order parameters. Therefore it is beneficial to

track a number of candidate order parameters during a simulation (or to store the entire
simulation trajectory) for subsequent analysis.
(b) Enhanced Sampling and Histogram Reweighting

In addition to the importance of choosing good order parameters, thorough
sampling of configuration space is equally important to ensure accurate PMFs. Up to this
point in the discussion of PMF calculations, the tacit assumption has been that the
underlying statistical sampling was robust. In fact, to get the best sampling for our
computational expenditure, we use two techniques, temperature replica exchange
(introduced in Section 3 of this Chapter) and force field biasing.
Temperature replica exchange is a widely applicable method for enhancing
sampling in atomistic simulations. For the clusters of bis-fullerenes studied here, the low
temperature structures (low being 400-600K) are frozen solids that are restricted to their

immediate surroundings in configuration space. Were a replica fixed at 400K, its
configuration would be effectively stuck and crystalline defects could be preserved for
the entire simulation. Furthermore, barriers to regions with equal free energy, but
dissimilar structures, would never be crossed on practical simulation timescales. The

resulting 400K PMFs would be incomplete and inaccurate. Such a brute force approach is
impractical.
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By giving such solid structures the ability to gain and lose thermal energy,
temperature replica exchange can more efficiently sample the low energy configurations.
Furthermore, in addition to improving the low-T sampling, data from higher temperatures

can be adjusted and incorporated into the PMF for a temperature of interest, 7°, by using
the temperature weighted histogram analysis method (T-WHAM) [156]. The underlying
premise of WHAM (T-WHAM' s generalizable parent method, a workhorse of modern
statistical mechanics) is that multiple histograms can be combined by using an iterative
rescaling process to minimize the differences between overlapping regions [155]. This
method is sketched here.

Consider a set of histograms {n^¡¡} where ? is the count in bin a of histogram i.
Here a single bin index, a, is used to keep our notation compact, but in practice the
histograms have two or more dimensions. When normalized, these histograms become
(discretized) probability density functions (PDFs) {pifl} . The WHAM approach

presupposes that the desired (or so called, reference) PDF {pa°} differs from each input
PDF/>i,a by two multipliers. Specifically,

wheref¡ is an unknown scaling factor. The constant c¡>a terms are bin dependent and
account for biasing. Therefore ?\? and c¡,a are known and the other two terms are to be
solved for. In T-WHAM, the potential energy t/is the biasing coordinate and temperature

(or inverse temperature ß = {kBT)~l ) is effectively the biasing strength. The scaling
coefficients to account for the biasing effect are

C/>e=exp[- (/?,-/?·>/„]

(IV.ll)
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where ß and ß are the inverse temperatures of the ? and reference histograms,
respectively, and Ua is the potential energy of bin a.

After performing an iterative procedure to determine all {pa0} and {fi}, the new
PDF {pa0} incorporates, to some extent, data from all of the input histograms. Typically
this resulting PDF is summed along the U dimension since U is of little interest as a

reduced coordinate for PMFs. With {p&°} summed to the desired two dimensions, PMFs
are then calculated as was previously described using (IV.9).
After initial simulations for the present study were analyzed, it became evident
that some important regions of configuration space were being under-sampled, or missed
entirely during the course of T-REMC runs. In particular, coexistence and
interconversion between standing up and lying down structures was not observed. To
address this, the second way we improve sampling is by using force field biasing to target
specific structure types. Specifically, we scale the C6o-substrate energy, Eyq.
This scaling (biasing) alters the stability of standing up versus lying down
configurations, thereby allowing us to target both structure types. An important feature of
this approach is that not all EFg values need to be simulated. As long as the individual
simulations characterize all of the relevant structure regions, their statistics can be
combined and rescaled to any (reasonable) Efg value. That is, if separate simulations
with Efg values of 25, 30 and 35 kcal/mol were performed, the data could be combined
and reweighted to any Efg value in the range of 25-35 kcal/mol.
Data from separate biased runs is readily incorporated into the previously
described T-WHAM framework. The resulting statistics reflect the sampling advantages
of using multiple temperatures and multiple Hamiltonians (although the Hamiltonian is
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fixed here for each T-REMC simulation, combined Hamiltonian and temperature
exchange could be a promising extension of this work). To account for the EFG biasing,
the WHAM histograms require an extra dimension for the biasing coordinate UFG (the
total fullerene-substrate potential energy) and the modified weighting coefficients

cUa,b) = exp[-(A -/nt/Jexp[- ßlW{UFGJ]

(0.12)

are necessary. Here the subscript b denotes the bin index along the biasing coordinate
UFG- The weighting function wì(UFg) can have any form but here it is simply a scalar
multiple of the energy (coordinate) UFg- This can be envisioned as a constant force
"pulling" configurations towards lower values of UFG.

C. Results
1. Molecule 6

(a) Individual T-REMC simulations of Molecule 6

T-REMC simulations of 6 were carried out for EFG values of 25.5, 26.6, and 28.9

kcal/mol. These simulations identified one standing-up structure and two distinct lyingdown motifs. Here the results of the individual T-REMC simulations are discussed and
the structures are introduced.

(a).i. EFG = 25.5 and 26.6 kcal/mol: Standing-Up Structures
For both EÎG values 25.5 kcal/mol and 26.6 kcal/mol, a broad first order melting
transition occurs at approximately 900-950K. (For both EFG values, the results were

qualitatively identical and only differed in the exact location of the transition) This
transition is evidenced by a clear feature in the heat capacity shown in Figure IV-3. At
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the transition temperature, the order parameter averages also shift, signaling the order to
disorder transition.
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Figure IV-3. The heat capacity (upper panel) and ensemble averaged
order parameters (lower panel) for molecule 6 all as a function of T.
Here EFG=25.5 kcal/mol and PhNN is scaled by 1A.
The low temperature ordered structures are characterized by a standing-up "core"
of molecules (standing perpendicular to the surface) that is surrounded by flat-lying and
tilted molecules.(See Figure IV-4) In the core region, a planar layer of (Ph)3 bridging
groups separates two parallel close packed Coo layers. To achieve this compact structure
and to avoid steric repulsion, the (Ph)3 bridging groups adopt a herringbone pattern. This

herringbone pattern is clearly visible when the upper layer of Coo moieties and the
disordered perimeter molecules are removed in Figure IV-4(b).
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(a)

(b)
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Figure IV-4. A configuration snapshot for molecule 6 taken at 400K
with EFg=25.5 kcal/mol. In panel (a), the complete configuration is
shown and molecules in the standing up 'core' have fullerenes colored
red. In panel (b), perimeter molecules are not shown and the upper
fullerenes are removed to illustrate the herringbone ordering of (Ph)3
bridging groups.

The patterning seen in Figure IV-4 is reflected by the 400K ensemble averaged

order parameters in Figure IV-3. The J62 order parameter signals the hexagonal C6o
monolayer packing; however its average is near 0.25, not unity, due to the inclusion of

disordered edge molecules in the average. Similarly, the order parameters P2t and Pix
average approximately 0.4 because the contributions from vertical core molecules are

averaged with those from the unaligned perimeter molecules. The standing-up core is
also evidenced by the C60ML parameter averages of 1.1-1.2 which indicate that most

molecules only have a single C6o adsorbed to the surface. Lastly, the large value ofPhNN
(approximately 5.0, in Figure IV-3 PhNN is scaled by 1A) occurs because of the dense

herringbone packing Of(Ph)3 bridging groups belonging to upright molecules.
The disordered perimeter molecules contribute substantially to configuration
averages because the system only contain N=20 molecules. These edge effects can be
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rationalized, informally, by noting that the perimeter molecules adopt intermediate tilt

angles that give the cluster a granular "curvature" at the edges as is seen for macroscopic
surface wetting. A larger cluster could support a higher fraction of ordered, standing-up
molecules and the disordered perimeter molecules would contribute less to the
configuration averaged order parameters.
(a).ii. Efct= 28.9 kcal/mol: Lying-down structures.
In T-REMC simulations of molecule 6 with .EVg increased to 28.9 kcal/mol, a

standing-up phase is not observed because the strong Coo-surface attraction keeps
fullerenes adsorbed on the substrate. With all molecules held to the surface, lateral Coo

aggregation is the dominant ordering force. However, the protruding Ph groups prevent
complete hexagonal Coo coordination. Two distinct lying-down structure motifs, pictured
in Figure IV-5, are observed. Next, these two structures are described, and then the
system's temperature dependent behavior (Figure IV-6) is discussed.
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(a)

(b)
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ff?
•·#f·f
Figure IV-5. Configuration snapshots of molecule 6 when £>G=28.9
kcal/mol. The 'compact' motif (a) was observed at 400K and the square
configuration (b) was seen at 567K.
In the first of the two observed lying-down structures, (shown in Figure IV-5(a))
molecules achieve a dense packing (we refer to it as the "compact" lying-down phase).
This compact structure is possible because each molecule tilts like a see-saw to raise and
lower its opposite Ph groups thereby creating space for a neighbor molecule's Ph group.
By allowing the Ph groups to stack in this manner, two neighboring molecules can
achieve two Coo NN contacts. This pattern readily extends to form ID rows in which all
molecules have identical orientations. Two of these rows can then zip together via zigzag
Coo contacts. Crucially, in this motif each fully coordinated Coo has four Coo NN, while in

the alternative square motif (Figure IV-5(b)) each Coo only has three Coo NN. Because all
molecules in the compact motif have nearly identical orientations, the order parameters
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P2z and P2x take values near unity. However, ?6 and ?4 are both near zero because the
CôoS have neither hexagonal nor square ordering.

In the second flat-lying motif (see Figure IV-5(b)) the C6os form a less compact
square network whose interstitial spaces accommodate the protruding Ph moieties. This
ordering results in an extended, square C6o superlattice which is well characterized by

?42 . Neighboring molecules' z-axes generally parallel each other. However,
perpendicular orientations are frequently observed and only introduce a small localized
distortion to the square Coo superlattice. The competition between the parallel and
perpendicular motifs appears to be subtle since the coordination environment of each
molecule is nearly identical in both cases. Factors not considered here such as substrate
templating effects or the atomistic interactions of Ph and Coo groups could potentially
favor one structure or the other.

The order parameter that best distinguishes the compact structure from the square
motif is PhNN which takes values near 0.25 for the latter and 3.5 for the former.
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Figure IV-6. The heat capacity (upper panel) and ensemble averaged
order parameters (middle and lower panel) for molecule 6 all as a
function of T. Here EFG=2S.9 kcal/mol.

Due to competition between these lying-down structures, the temperature

dependent behavior of this system presents an interesting situation. Figure IV-6 shows
the thermal averages of the order parameters just discussed as well as the heat capacity.

At approximately 800K, a gradual phase transition occurs between the disordered liquidlike phase and the square solid phase. The heat capacity shows a broad maximum at this
temperature and changes in the associated (ensemble averaged) order parameters ?4 and
PhNN signal the onset of square ordering.

A solid-solid phase transition occurs at 500K. This transition is evidenced by a
prominent peak in the heat capacity as well as abrupt changes in the associated order
parameters PhNN, P2z and P2x- The structural differences are also clearly visible in
configuration snapshots above and below 500K (Figure IV-5, (a) and (b)).
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The compact structure's stability below 500K is a result of higher C6o
coordination and to a lesser extent the additional Ph-Ph interactions. Above 500K,

however, the square structure is most likely preferred due to a favorable entropie
contribution to its free energy.
664K
559K
-· » 503K
448K
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0
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PhNN
Figure IV-7. PMF profiles for molecule 6 as a function of PhNN at
various T. EFG=28.9 kcal/mol. Low values of PhNN correspond to the
square motif and large values correspond to the compact motif.
To further explore the competition between these two states we consider ID

PMFs for temperatures in the range 400K-664K. These ID PMFs, shown in Figure IV-7,
are calculated using equation (IV.9), with PhNN serving as the progress coordinate. The
664K PMF shows that the square motif (corresponding to low values of PhNN) is the

only stable structure and the free energy gradient guides the system towards it. Upon
cooling to 559K, the square structure remains the ground state, however a metastable
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minimum corresponding to the compact motif emerges for large PhNN. At 503K, the two
states have the same free energy (recall that 500K was the solid-solid phase transition
temperature), but are separated by a 6.7 kBT barrier. Below this temperature, the compact
motif becomes the thermodynamic ground state and the square structure is metastable.
Figure IV-7 reveals that at all of the temperatures considered, a square structure
must cross a barrier of at least 6.7 kßT to reach the compact structure region. This
indicates that the square region can kinetically trap configurations and hinder formation
of the compact ground state motif. Indeed, it was only after a considerable equilibration
period that the compact motif was first observed in our simulations. Following additional
simulation time it emerged as the thermodynamic ground state for temperatures below
500K.

(b) Free Energy Landscapes and Combined Results for Molecule 6
Using fixed values of Efg, the individual T-REMC runs have identified distinct
standing-up and lying-down structures, but give no indication of coexistence or
equilibrium between them. One possible explanation is that no such equilibrium exists,
and only the observed structures are thermodynamically stable. An alternative possibility
is that both states are stable but are separated by a large free energy barrier that is not
crossed during any individual simulation.
In principle, longer simulations would eventually explore both regions, but
extending these simulations while just waiting for the barrier crossings to occur is
wasteful. A much more efficient way to assess the relative stability is by combining the
data from the individual simulations using histogram reweighting. This approach exploits
the fact that the separate simulations explore partially overlapping regions of
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configuration space and combined simulation data can provide a complete survey ofboth
structure regions. Histogram reweighting was thoroughly discussed in section IV.B.5.
With this method, it is possible to compare all of the features that characterize the
free energy landscape for given T and EFc. In Figure IV-8 we present a 2D PMF for
molecule 6 with G=400? and EFG=28.9 kcal/mol. The C60ML reduced coordinate is used

to distinguish standing-up from lying-down structures. The second coordinate is the

difference of two order parameters, PhNN- ?? . It distinguishes the lying-down compact
and square structures better than either parameter does individually. The PMF shows

three distinct minima: the lying-down, compact ground state (0 kBT); the lying-down
square structure (4.3 kBT); and the standing-up hexagonal structure (7.2 kBT). The free
energy barriers separating these regions are also indicated.
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Figure IV-8. A 2D PMF for Molecule 6 at 400K with EFG=2%.9
kcal/mol. AA values are given for the minima and for the barriers
separating them.
In the next two subsections we consider how different EFq values and different

temperatures alter the free energy landscape of the system.
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(b).i. Epa Dependence of the Free Energy Landscape
With temperature held constant at 400K, increasing Efg has the expected effect of
stabilizing lying-down structures and destabilizing standing-up configurations. For
simplicity, we consider their relative stability using only the C60ML order parameter,
which does a good job distinguishing standing-up and lying-down regions, but it clearly
cannot tell the two lying-down motifs apart.
[kcal/mol]

300 H
250 H

Sq 200 H

C60ML

Figure IV-9. PMFs along the C60ML coordinate for molecule 6.
G=400? is fixed and Efg is varied between 24.4 and 32.1 kcal/mol.

In Figure IV-9, ID PMFs along the coordinate C60ML show that large free
energy barriers of -40 kBT or more separate the ground state from the metastable
minimum. A critical value oîEFG exists between 27.8 and 28.9 kcal/mol, where both

solid structures have the same free energy. Above or below this critical value, one
structure is the ground state and the other is metastable.
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Perhaps surprisingly, these deep metastable wells did not kinetically trap
configurations during the T-REMC simulations. This suggests that at temperatures near
phase transitions, the free energy gradients steer configurations towards the correct
crystalline structure. Accordingly, we consider the temperature dependent behavior next.
(b).ii. Temperature Dependence of the Free Energy Landscape
To study the effects of temperature, we focus on three EFG values: 25.5, 27.8, and
32.2 kcal/mol. For each value, PMFs along the C60ML coordinate are plotted for
temperatures 400-800K in Figure IV-IO. The low and high EFG values strongly favor
standing-up and lying-down structures, respectively, and the middle value is close to the
critical value where they are equally stable. At 400K, a prominent barrier separates the
two structure regions for all three Efg values. The profile is quite jagged for intermediate
structures, suggesting that our simulations did not exhaustively sample all of the relevant
transition paths.
In Figure IV-IO panels (a) and (c), corresponding to the low and high Efg values
respectively, the temperature dependent behavior of the PMF profile is qualitatively the
same, but with different ground states. In both cases, as temperature increases from
400K, the barrier between the two stable regions becomes smaller and less jagged until,
at about 700K, a steady downhill slope leads to the ground state structure. Equivalently,
upon cooling from high G the free energy gradients guide the systems to the correct
structure and metastable states only emerge at low-T when the correct structure has
already been formed.
The intermediate Efg value, 27.8 kcal/mol, does not strongly favor one structure
or the other. This can be seen in Figure IV- 10(b). At 800K, the lying-flat structure (with
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C60ML=2) is the ground state. Relative to this, the transition barrier is at 5.2 kBT, and the
metastable standing-up structure is at 1.8 kBT. Cooled to 700K, the trend is reversed and

the standing-up phase (C60ML ~ 1.3) becomes the ground state. Upon cooling to 400K,
the double well profile deepens. We note that our actual T-REMC simulations (at 26.6
and 28.9 kcal/mol) fell to either side of this critical EFG value. Supplementary T-REMC
simulations with EFG-2T.S kcal/mol could potentially improve sampling of transitional
structures.

EFG = 25.5 kcal/mol

EFG = 27.8 kcal/mol

EFg = 32.2 kcal/mol
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Figure IV-10. PMF profiles for molecule 6 at 400K - 800K for EFG
values of 25.5 kcal/mol (a), 27.8 kcal/mol (b), and 32.2 kcal/mol (c).

The ordinate axis (AA) scale indicated on the far left applies to all three
panels.

(c) Summary and Implications for Self-Assembly

Self-assembling motifs with standing-up and lying-down morphologies were
found to depend primarily on the fullerene-substrate attraction energy, EFG. We identified
two distinct lying-down morphologies whose relative stability depends on temperature.
For weak and strong EFG, the free energy landscapes effectively guided systems to the
ground state structures as temperature was lowered. At low temperature (400-500K)
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metastable states emerged, but they did not impose kinetic traps. At intermediate EFG, the
system's free energy landscape is bistable, and the large barrier between the two ordered
states could prevent spontaneous self-assembly to a single target structure.
2. Molecule 7

(a) Individual T-REMC simulations of Molecule 7
T-REMC simulations of molecule 7 were carried out for £fg values of 26.6, 28.9,
and 33.3 kcal/mol. Solid structures identified in these simulations included amorphous

aggregates and an ordered, lying-down structure.
(a).i. EFn=26.6 and 28.9 kcal/mol: Amorphous Aggregates
For the two lowest EFG values, 26.6 and 28.9 kcal/mol, the results of T-REMC
simulations were qualitatively the same. The only notable difference was the temperature

range ofthe melting transition. We discuss only the EFG = 26.6 kcal/mol results in detail
here.
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Figure IV-1 1. Heat capacity, Cv, and order parameter averages for

Molecule 7 with EFG=26.6 kcal/mol. Note that the ordinate scale in the

lower panel is shortened relative to previous figures
Thermal averages and the heat capacity for this system (shown in Figure IV-1 1)
indicate that a gradual freezing transition forms a solid structure with little orientational
or spatial ordering. (An example structure is shown in Figure IV- 12) At 400K, the
C60ML value of 1 .4 and the P2t average just above zero suggest that structures have some
standing-up character and the PhNN average near 6 reflects the interdigitation of (Ph)5
bridging groups. While increasing G through the broad melting transition from 9001500K, (visible in the heat capacity) the decreases in PhNN and P2t indicate, respectively,
that molecules spread apart and tilt to parallel the surface. Consistent with this structural
change, C60ML increases towards limiting value of 2.0 at high T.
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A typical 400K solid configuration is shown in Figure IV- 12. The structure does
not show any localized or extended patterning. Localized Coo aggregation is evident but
the large (Ph)s bridging groups obstruct extended hexagonal ordering. Although most of
the molecules have one Coo free from the surface, they tilt and twist randomly to
accommodate their protruding (Ph)s bridging groups.
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Figure IV- 12. A configuration snapshot at G=400? for molecule 7.
Efg=26.6 kcal/mol. Fullerenes not touching the substrate are colored
red.

This situation is reminiscent of the glassy, disordered aggregates seen in Chapter
III for simulations of molecule 3. In both cases, the bulky (Ph)s substituents prevent
extended hexagonal Coo packing. But the dominant intermolecular interaction, Côo-Côo
attraction, drives the formation of disordered aggregates. In these disordered structures, it
is also likely that favorable entropie contributions to the free energy result from (Ph)5
arms randomly filling the available interstitial spaces.
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(a).ii. Efg=33.3 kcal/mol: Lying-Down Structures
At larger values oîEfg, it is energetically favorable for both fullerenes to adsorb,
allowing formation of ordered structures. The T-REMC simulation results for Efg=33.3
kcal/mol are discussed next.
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Figure IV- 13. Thermal averages of the heat capacity and order
parameters for molecule 7. Upper panel: heat capacity, Cv. Middle
2

2

panel: PhNN and C60ML. Lower panel: -^ , %6 , P2x, P2z, and P2r,
Figure IV- 13 shows the thermal averages for heat capacity and the structural order
parameters. Between 800 and 900K, the system undergoes a broad melting transition that
is signaled by the maximum in the heat capacity and changes in many of the order
parameters. In Figure IV- 14, two snapshots, taken at 513K and 543K, show the
characteristic patterning of the solid phase structures. During the freezing transition, there
are simultaneous increases in the order parameters PhNN, P2z, and P2x. These changes
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suggest, respectively, that (Ph)s bridging groups form contacts and that molecules adopt
similar orientations.
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Figure IV- 14. Configuration snapshots of molecule 7 at 51 3K (a) and
543K (b). £FG=33.3 kcal/mol.

This patterning is evident in the configuration snapshots of Figure IV- 14. In the
first, almost defect-free, structure (Figure IV- 14(a)) molecules in the ordered domain all
have the same orientation. However, the pattern is chiral because none of the molecular
symmetry axes coincide with the lattice vectors. Molecules in the second snapshot,
Figure IV- 14(b), have the same local ordering as those in Figure IV- 14(a), but the cluster
has several domain boundaries separating regions of opposite chirality. The orientations
of molecules in opposite domains differ by approximately 40°. The P22 and P2X averages
from 400-600K are approximately 0.8, reflecting the multi-domain structures and the
-40° difference in orientation between domains. Two adjacent enantiomeric domains are
structurally commensurate and molecules have the same local coordination environment
whether at the domain boundary or in the bulk. Since they do not incur any measurable
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energetic penalty, these domain boundaries are commonly observed at equilibrium.

Consistent with these chiral, low-symmetry structures, the Coo order parameters ?42 and
?6 average near zero at all temperatures considered.
Finally, we note that in the melting region near 850K, slight changes in C60ML
and Pjt indicate that the transitional structures possess a small amount of upright
character, while high and low-T structures lie flat on the substrate. This could be due to
coexistence between standing-up and lying-down structures. It is also possible that all
configurations pass through an upright intermediate upon melting. These two possibilities
are explored later by considering the temperature dependence of the free energy
landscapes.
(b) Free Energy Landscapes and Combined Results for Molecule 7
The T-REMC simulations with Efg values of 26.6, 28.9, and 33.3 kcal/mol have

shown that weak fullerene-substrate attraction allows disordered aggregates to form and
that increasing this attraction stabilizes ordered lying-down structures. However, the
individual simulations only give partial insight into the competition between ordered and
disordered structures. By combining simulation data and calculating PMFs, we can
determine the relative stability of these structures and we can identify the free energy
barriers between them. In the next two subsections, we address how these important
features of the free energy landscape vary due to changes in Efg and T.
(b).i. Efg Dependence of the Free Energy Landscape
Here we consider ID PMFs along the C60ML order parameter, which does a good
job distinguishing the standing-up and lying-down regions. As a reminder to the reader,
C60ML=2 corresponds to a lying-down structure and C60ML-1.5 corresponds to the
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disordered aggregates with partial upright character. In Figure IV- 15, ID PMF profiles
are plotted along this coordinate for values ofEFq between 28.9 and 35.5 kcal/mol.
Increasing Efg has the expected effect of stabilizing lying-down structures and
destabilizing standing-up configurations. At Efg=32.2, the free energy minima differ by
kßT and are divided by a barrier of 1 1 UbT. Above or below this critical value ofEFG, only
shallow metastable minima with escape barriers of 10 kßT or less are observed. For
EfG=28.9, the jaggedness of the PMF near C60ML=2 is most likely due to incomplete
sampling. Because of this roughness, it is not clear if the lying-down phase is metastable
or not, but the disordered upright structures are clearly the global free energy minimum.
In contrast, a strongly attractive surface, such as for Efc=35.5 kcal/mol, shows no
evidence of metastable states, and should easily direct molecules into lying-down
patterns.
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Figure IV- 15. PMF profiles along the C60ML coordinate for molecule
7. TM-OOK is fixed and EFG is varied between 28.9 and 35.5 kcal/mol.

These results suggest that a fullerene-substrate attraction of approximately 33
kcal/mol or greater should guide molecules into lying-down configurations free from
kinetic trapping in amorphous aggregate structures. Next we examine how these features

of the free energy landscape change for higher temperatures.
(b).ii. Temperature Dependence of The Free Energy Landscape
The temperature dependence of the free energy landscape is considered ??? EFG
values of 27.8, 32.2 and 35.5 kcal/mol. Shown in Figure IV-16 are ID PMF profiles as a
function of C60ML. At first glance, there are no abrupt changes in the PMF features
when Tis increased. When fullerenes are weakly attracted to the surface (£>G=27.8
kcal/mol), only the amorphous structures are stable from 400K to 800K. With EFG

increased to 32.2 kcal/mol, the two structure regions have approximately equal stability;
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however, the transition barrier decreases as the temperature increases from 400K to

800K. Coexistence between these regions best explains the partial upright character in the
thermal averaged order parameters in Figure IV-1 3. With sufficiently strong fullerenesubstrate attraction (EFg=3 5. 5 kcal/mol and higher), only lying-down structures are
thermodynamically stable, for all temperatures considered.
EFG = 27.8 kcal/mol

EFG = 32.2 kcal/mol

EFG = 35.5 kcal/mol
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Figure IV- 16. ID PMF profiles for molecule 7 at 400K - 800K for £>G

values of 27.8 kcal/mol (a), 32.2 kcal/mol (b), and 35.5 kcal/mol (c).
The ordinate axis (AA) indicated on the far left applies to all three

panels.

(c) Summary and Implications for Self-Assembly
For molecule 7, the long (Ph)5 bridging groups have a clear influence on the

observed structural behavior. When EFG is below about 32 kcal/mol, the bridging groups
prevent ordered upright packing. Instead, they stabilize disordered, glassy aggregates
where molecules have no discernible orientational or spatial ordering.
When EFG is above 35 kcal/mol, molecules prefer to lie flat with both fullerenes

adsorbed to the surface. The protruding Ph groups prevent C6o close packing, as occurs
for molecule 6, but patterning is still possible. What forms is a chiral crystalline pattern
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that accommodates the bulky (Ph)5 groups by limiting the number OfC60-C60 NN
interactions. This chiral motif is structurally commensurate with its enantiomer, and
alternating homochiral domains are commonly observed.
For intermediate EFG between approximately 32 and 35 kcal/mol, the ordered

lying-down and amorphous upright structures are in equilibrium. Thus, for direct self-

assembly to the ordered lying-down phase to occur (while avoiding disordered aggregate
structures), EFG should be greater than or equal to 35 kcal/mol.
3. Molecule 8

(a) Individual T-REMC Simulations of Molecule 8

Compared to the previously considered molecules, the C60 moieties of 8 are

spaced further apart by the long anthracene bridging group. T-REMC simulations for 8
were carried out for EFG values of 25.5, 26.6, and 28.9 kcal/mol.

(a).i. Efg = 25.5 and 26.6 kcal/mol: Standing-Up Structures

The two lower EFG values of 25.5 and 26.6 kcal/mol give very similar results, so

here we focus on£FG=25.5 only. In Figure IV-17 we show the thermal averages ofheat
capacity and the relevant structural order parameters. Over the large temperature range
considered, order parameters and the heat capacity shift gradually without any abrupt
changes. Two snapshots, Figure IV- 18 and Figure IV- 19, show structures observed at
439K and 79OK, respectively.

X
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Figure IV- 17. The heat capacity (upper panel) and ensemble averaged
order parameters (middle and lower panel) for molecule 8 all as a
function of T. Here EFG=25.5 kcal/mol.

Both figures show standing-up configurations with molecules tilting considerably
relative to the surface normal. In Figure IV-17, the low-G averages of C60ML are

approximately 1.25, indicating that most molecules have just one Coo adsorbed to the
surface. Also at low-G, P2t averages -0.1 because molecules tilt about 59° from the
surface normal, (note that P2t = 0 is degenerate; the isotropic average and a structure with

uniform tilting of 55° would both give this value) Shown in Figure IV-1 8, the hexagonal
packing of molecules creates two hexagonal C6o monolayers separated by the molecules'
bridging groups. The upper layer is an elevated and shifted copy of the lower layer
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because of the cooperative tilting. This z^axis alignment and hexagonal packing are well

characterized by the order parameters P2z and ?62 , respectively, in Figure IV- 17.
The flat-lying perimeter molecules in Figure IV- 18 support the tilted molecules
but are otherwise disordered. Because of the small, (JV=20) cluster size, these disordered
edge molecules can heavily skew order parameter averages. In this specific case four of

twenty molecules (20%) are disordered to support the 80% that stand upright. For larger
clusters, these edge effects would have less impact on structural averages.

We note that at 400K the error bars for the order parameters PhNN, P2z and ?62
are rather large, indicating that a range of structures are possible. However, the variations
in C60ML are quite small. This indicates that the clusters experience a fair amount of
structural variation while keeping constant the number of C6qs adsorbed to the surface.
(a)

(b)

(e)
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Figure IV- 18. A configuration snapshot of Molecule 8 at 439K with
EFG=25.5 kcal/mol. The configuration is shown with non-adsorbed C6os

colored red (a), with red C60S removed (b), and with red C6os and their

bridging groups removed (c).

With increasing temperature, the clusters undergo a very gradual melting
transition that can be seen in the heat capacity of Figure IV- 17 (upper panel). In this
temperature region above 900K there are also gradual changes in the order parameters P2z
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and ?^ (lower panel) and PhNN (middle panel). A typical configuration snapshot taken
at 790K is shown in Figure IV- 19. In this transitional structure, the cluster's upright
character and compact geometry are evident. However, the disorder is evident in the
distortion of the C6o packing and in how the molecules tilt in many different directions.

Despite their obvious differences, both structures (Figure IV- 18 and Figure IV- 19) have
identical values OÎC60ML (1.2).

(b) f
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Figure IV- 19. A configuration snapshot of Molecule 8 at 790K with
EFG=25. 5 kcal/mol. The configuration is shown with upper C6oS
colored red (a) and with upper CôoS removed (b).

(a).ii. Efg_ = 28.9 kcal/mol: Lying-Down Structures
Increasing the CoO-Au(I 11) interaction strength makes it energetically favorable
for all Coo moieties to adsorb to the surface. This occurs in simulations of molecule 8

with Efg=28.9 kcal/mol and ordered lying-down domains result.
The cluster's temperature dependent behavior is shown in Figure IV-20. Near
950K, the heat capacity peak and the simultaneous shifts in structural order parameters

indicate a phase transition. At temperatures below this transition, the P^ and C60ML
parameters indicate that all molecules are lying-down. This can also be seen in the 400K
configuration snapshot, Figure IV-21, which shows aligned lying-down ID rows.
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Neighboring rows are joined by zigzag C6O-CoO bonds. Within a single row, all molecules
are parallel but they are twisted relative to the row direction. Signaling this parallel

molecular alignment, the P¿z order parameter is near unity at low temperature (see Figure
IV-20).
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Figure IV-20. The heat capacity and structural order parameter
averages as a function of G for Molecule 8. £Vg=28.9 kcal/mol.

The snapshot Figure IV-21 shows that adjacent rows can be translational copies of
each other (for example, the left two rows in Figure IV-21) or they can be (shifted) mirror

images of each other (for example, the right two rows in Figure IV-21). The latter
(shifted) motif resembles the herringbone patterns seen for molecules 4, 5, and 6. Also,
both domain types observed here are structurally commensurate, similar to the
commensurate flat-lying domains of molecule 7. For molecule 8, the zigzag Côo-Côo

bonds holding rows together are insensitive to the molecules' orientations. Therefore,
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since alternating domains do not incur an energetic penalty they are commonly observed
at low-G. Furthermore, because these domains are so structurally similar, none of the
order parameters we use can distinguish them or directly measure the fraction of
herringbone patterning.
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Figure IV-21 . A configuration snapshot of Molecule 8 at 400K with
EFG=28.9 kcal/mol.

At higher temperature, Figure IV-20 shows a structural transition occurring near

950K. Here the peak in the heat capacity coincides with a drop in P2z, signaling less zbf
alignment between molecules. In the same temperature region, the changes in C60ML
and P2, suggest that a fraction of the molecules stand upright, and the increase ofPhNN is
due to contacts forming between bridging Ph moieties.

fb) Free Energy Landscapes and Combined Results for Molecule 8

The T-REMC simulations with EFG values of 25.5, 26.6, and 28.9 kcal/mol have

shown that weak fullerene-substrate attraction favors standing-up structures with
hexagonal packing and that strong fullerene-substrate attraction stabilizes ordered lying117

down structures. By combining this simulation data and calculating PMFs, we aim to

determine the relative stability of these structures and to identify the free energy barriers
between them. In the next two subsections, we address how these important features of
the free energy landscape vary due to changes in EFG and T.
(b).i. EFG Dependence of The Free Energy Landscape
To illustrate how different values oîEfg influence the free energy landscape, we
have calculated ID PMFs along the C60ML coordinate, shown in Figure IV-22.
Temperature is fixed at 400K. As a reminder to the reader, C60ML=2 corresponds to a
lying-down structure and C60ML-1.3 corresponds to standing-up structures. These PMFs
show that a prominent free energy barrier separates the standing-up and lying-down
structure regions. For EFg=27.2 kcal/mol, the free energy of the two regions' minima
differ by only 5 kBT. Relative to the minimum (0 kBT), a considerable 42 kBT barrier
separates the regions. For EFg greater than 27.2 kcal/mol, the lying-down region is the
ground state, however the standing-up structures remain metastable. To reach the ground
state, systems trapped in these metastable states would have to climb escape barriers of
25 kBT and 22 kBT when EFq is 28.9 and 31.1 kcal/mol, respectively.
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Figure IV-22. PMFs along the C60ML coordinate for various values of
Efg- G=400? is fixed in all cases.

When fullerene-substrate attraction is weak {Efg < 27.2 kcal/mol), the standingup structure region is the thermodynamic ground state. In these cases, the lying-down
region remains metastable, separated from the ground state by the large free energy
barrier.

One limitation of this ID analysis is that it cannot reveal what other structural
variations might exist orthogonal to the C60ML coordinate. In particular, we noted earlier
that there are considerable structural variations within the standing-up region (recall that
the configurations in Figure IV-18 and Figure IV-19 both have C60ML=\2). The 2D
PMF in Figure IV-23 shows how the upright structure basin forms a long valley along the
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P2z coordinate. In contrast, the lying-down region occupies a narrower, funnel-like region
of the CoOML-P2Z parameter space. The parameters for the PMF are G=400? and

EFG=212 kcal/mol (where standing-up and lying-down regions have nearly equal free
energies). The valley in the standing-up basin spans P2z values from 0 up to 0.8, and it
contains structures with varying z¿/ alignment. For comparison, the structures shown in
Figure IV- 19 and Figure IV- 18 have P2z values of 0.8 and 0.1, respectively.
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Figure IV-23. A 2D PMF for Molecule 8 where EFG=27.2 kcal/mol and
G=400?. AA values are given for the minima and for the barrier
between the standing-up and lying-down regions.

Although additional 2D PMFs are not shown here, this P2z valley does persist for
different values ofEFG. Changing EFG just alters the relative stability of the standing-up
valley versus the lying-down funnel.

(b).ii. Temperature Dependence of The Free Energy Landscape
To study the effects of temperature, we focus on three EFG values: 25.5, 27.2, and

31.1 kcal/mol. For each value, PMFs along the C60ML coordinate are plotted in Figure
IV-24 for temperatures 400-800K. In all three cases (panels (a)-(c)), increasing
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temperature smoothes the ruggedness of the profile and lowers (or eliminates) the barrier
between the two stable regions.
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Figure IV-24. ID PMF profiles for molecule 8 at 400K - 800K for EFG
values of 25.5 kcal/mol (a), 27.2 kcal/mol (b), and 31.1 kcal/mol (c).
The ordinate axis (AA) indicated on the far left applies to all three
panels.

Strong fullerene-surface attraction (Efg = 31.1 kcal/mol (panel (c)) destabilizes
the standing-up structure region and stabilizes the lying-down structure region. At 400K,
the standing-up region is metastable, but it is over 50 kBT higher in free energy than the
ground state. From 600K to 800K, the standing-up region resembles a free energy
plateau, with small variations of 2-3 kBT, but otherwise the free energy gradient slopes
towards the lying-down region.
For the intermediate EFG value (27.2 kcal/mol, panel (b)) at 400K, the standing-up
and lying-down minima have relative free energies of 0 and 5 kBT, respectively, but they
are separated by a barrier 42 kBT above the ground state. When 7^800K, the standing up
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region remains the ground state, the barrier decreases to 14 kBT and the lying-down
region has a free energy minimum of 8.1 kBT.
Weak fullerene-surface attraction (Efg = 25.5 kcal/mol (panel (a)) favors the
standing-up structures. Metastable lying-down configurations are about 25 kBT higher in
free energy for temperatures 400K-800K. The escape barrier for a trapped, lying-down
structure decreases from 22 kBTa\ 400K to just 2 kBT at 800K. Although the standing-up
region is strongly preferred, we noted earlier that structures can vary considerably within
this region (see Figure IV-23). In particular, they can be highly aligned or not very well
aligned, and this alignment can be measured with the P^z order parameter.
To see how temperature influences the stability of the various standing-up
structures, we plot 2D PMFs using C60ML and P2z as reduced coordinates (see Figure
IV-25). Beginning at 400K (panel (a)), the contours show that the broad, standing-up free
energy valley contains multiple minima separated by barriers of less than 5 kBT. These
minima are most likely artifacts due to partial sampling and the finite size effects. When
increasing temperature to 600K and 800K (panels (b) and (c), respectively) these
individual regions pool to form a single flat basin. So throughout the temperatures 400K800K the free energy landscape does not direct clusters to any specific ordered or
disordered structure.
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Figure IV-25. 2D PMFs for molecule 8 at 400K (a), 600K (b), and
800K (c). In all panels, EFG=25.5 kcal/mol. The C60ML scale below
panel (c) applies to (a) and (b).

(c) Summary and Implications for self-assembly
Aside from setting the intramolecular C60-C60 spacing, the bridging groups of
molecule 8 have no direct influence on self-assembled patterns. It is primarily the
strength of the fullerene-substrate attraction, Efg, that determines structural behavior.
Within an intermediate range ?? Efg values, approximately 26-30 kcal/mol,
bistable free energy landscapes exist. Standing-up and lying-down morphologies have
similar free energies, and are likely to coexist. In this case, direct self-assembly of a
single target structure is unlikely.
Lower values ?? Efg stabilize standing-up structures in which Coo moieties form
two hexagonal lattices separated by their molecules' bridging groups. Ordered, aligned
motifs are observed (see Figure IV- 18), but these ordered structures exist in a flat, free
energy valley shared with other less ordered structures (Figure IV- 19). These structural
variations are partly due to the narrowness of the bridging groups which cannot interact
to help stabilize ordered structures. This is in contrast to the outward pointing Ph moieties
of molecule 6 which interlocked to form a herringbone pattern, thereby stabilizing the
upright hexagonal phase. So, although configurations with standing-up character are
thermodynamically stable, the free energy landscape for 8 does not drive self-assembly of
highly ordered structures.
At high values of Efg, above 30 kcal/mol, fullerenes all adsorb on the surface and
we observe ordered lying-down structures. Molecules parallel each other but are slightly
offset, and they form extended ID rows. Adjacent rows are held together by zigzag CöoCöo bonds. Neighboring rows can be translational copies or mirror images. Both cases are
energetically degenerate and both are commonly observed in configuration snapshots. In
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this case, the free energy landscape promotes direct self-assembly of these structures with
no expected interference from kinetic/metastable traps.
D. Concluding Remarks

We have carried out coarse grained modeling simulations to study the self-

assembly of bis-fullerene molecular clusters on surfaces. We considered three molecules,
each having a different arrangement of phenyl groups to covalently "bridge" the
fullerenes. Free energy landscapes for these systems were generally characterized by two
prominent stable regions corresponding to standing-up and lying-down morphologies. To
thoroughly sample these different structures, we used temperature replica exchange and
fullerene-substrate energy biasing. Global free energy landscapes were determined with
the use of the statistical reweighting methods T-WHAM and WHAM.

The relative stability of standing-up and lying-down structures depends primarily
on the strength of the fullerene-substrate binding energy, EFg, and to a lesser extent on
temperature. For each molecule, we identified a critical value oîEFg where the system
was bistable. At this critical value, spontaneous self-assembly to a single target structure

would be unlikely. However, increasing or decreasing Efg (relative to this value) would
stabilize one structure and make the other metastable or unstable.

The specific standing-up and lying-down structures we observe and the critical
EFG value depend on the molecules' bridging groups. The molecules with protruding Ph
moieties (6 and 7) cannot pack hexagonally when lying-down on the substrate. However,
both 6 and 7 self-assemble into ordered structures with lower symmetries. In upright

configurations, 6 forms an ordered hexagonal structure where the bridging groups align
to form a dense herringbone pattern. The bulky bridging groups of 7, however, prevent
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ordered upright structures, and only amorphous aggregates are observed. Molecule 8
differs from 6 and 7 in that its two Coos are spaced further apart and it has no Ph moieties

perpendicular to its Coo-Coo axis. Standing-up structures of 8 have varying degrees of
hexagonal packing, but they occupy a broad valley in the free energy landscape and do
not self-assemble to a single target structure. The narrow bridging groups are unable to

direct patterning. In lying-down structures, lamellar rows self-assemble, and parallel rows
can have herringbone or translational symmetry.

In closing, we have presented a comprehensive modeling approach to determine
free energy landscapes of bis-fullerene clusters adsorbed on surfaces. This approach has
been applied to three different bis-fullerene compounds, each with a different "bridging
group." For each molecule, we have identified morphologies that spontaneously selfassemble. We have also identified cases where self-assembly is hindered by kinetic or
metastable traps, and the best conditions for direct self-assembly.
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Appendix: Complete Potential Energy Functions
Here we detail the complete potential energy function for the cluster of fullerene
thiolates and the Au(1 11) substrate. These definitions are presented so as to be self
contained. Variable definitions and notation used herein do not apply in the chapter text,
unless stated in the text. The total potential energy, U, for N molecules on the Au
substrate is given by:
N

N

Each rigid moleculey is fully defined by seven coordinates:

Rj = (x°j , y°j , z°j , q0J , qhj , q2J , qXJ )

(V.2)

where (x°,y°,z°) are the Cartesian coordinates ofthe molecule's coordinate origin
relative to the arbitrary global coordinate origin, and (^0 , qx , q2 , q3 ) isa unit quaternion
specifying the orientation of the molecule's coordinate system with respect to the global
coordinate frame.

Each molecule has three united-atom (UA) "sites": the Coo moiety, the phenyl

moiety, and the S atom. Each UA's space-fixed Cartesian coordinates, ry = (?., , yf , ?., ) ,
are obtained from the 7-vector Rj, together with the geometry parameters of the molecule.
The index / implies that the UA site belongs to molecule j . The intermolecular

potential, Umol_mol[Rj , Rk ), is given by a sum over pairwise interactions of all UA site
combinations between a pair of molecules.

Umo,mol{Rj^)= YLUUA_m(rf,Yk).

(V.3)

The molecule-surface potential is given by a sum over the individual UA-surface
interactions

Umo>-S»ARi)=^UUA-SuArj)-

(V·4)

j"

A. UA-UA interactions
The essential parameters of the UA-UA pairwise potentials are summarized in Table V-I.
Ph

Ceo
Ph
S

G (10.06, 6.4)
LJ (8.2, 0.5)
LJ (6.055, 1.137)

LJ (6.4, 0.75)
LJ (4.255, 0.389)

LJ (2.11, 0.397)

Table V-I. UA-UA pairwise potential parameters. Each entry lists the
functional form (G stands for Girifalco and LJ for Lennard-Jones) and
(re, E) where E is the minimum energy in kcal/mol and re is the

equilibrium separation in Â.
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The Cöo-Cöo interaction is described by the Girifalco potential [88]. Specifically, for two
C6qs with distance r between their centers of mass,

Uc -c W =

-or,

1

12

<x,
+-

1

1

(V.5)

(r-dfJ [r + dfJ r9

and

df=l.\k, «1=27.39xl02

kcal-À4
mol

, QT2 = 63.65 ? 10'

kcal -À'
mol

(V.6)

The parameter df is the diameter of the Coo cage.
All other site-site interactions are given by the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential:

uM = E((re/rr-2(re/rf).

(V.7)

B. UA-Surface interactions

The C6O-Au(1 1 1) potential and the S-Au(1 1 1) potential use the same functional form.

This function is calculated using the Cartesian coordinates, r = (x,y,z), of the C6O center
of mass or those of the S atom. The potential assumes that the top layer of Au atoms lies
in the x-y plane and z>0. A Morse potential accounts for the average vertical attraction.
Added to this, a corrugation term represents the Au atoms and the surface periodicity
using the hexagonal lattice coordinates Si and S^. This is written as

uUA-Aun11) (*, y, z) = EM [exp(- 2p(z - ? ))- 2 exp(- p(z - ? ))]
+ Erep exp(- SzJcOs(S1 )+ COs(^2 )+ cos(5, + S2 )],

(V.8)

with

Ac ?

2p

VS2J

\SAu J

2/V3" V^
-lA/3

\y)

(V.9)

The parameter sAu = 2.89Â is the Au-Au atom spacing. The parameters for both the SAu(1 1 1) and C6O-Au(1 1 1) potentials are given in Table V-II. The tildes are used to
further distinguish these parameters from other parameters in the chapter text.
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Em
______________rkcal/moll

C60-Au(III)

22.2

P

2

Ërep

a

G?'?

\?\

fccal/mo!]

[A'?

1.45

5.96

1.45e10

3.75

S-Au(Hl)
36-8
118
211
3630
3.35
Table V-II. Parameters for the S-Au(1 1 1) and C6O-Au(1 1 1) potential
energy function.

The phenyl-surface interaction is given by a z-dependent LJ potential with (re, ?)=(4.6?,
0.5kcal/mol).
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